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INTRODUCTION
I began compiling this book in October 2014, in the first weeks after the sudden death of
my daughter, Mackenzie. It started as an attempt to preserve her writing: newspaper columns
from high school and college, essays, reviews, fiction, poetry, political pieces. By Mack’s
twentieth year, writing was a central part of her life, and it had become a connection point
between us. My last conversation with her, an email exchange three days before she died, had
been about her latest piece of fiction and her plans for it. In those first hellish weeks after we lost
her, as her mother Stacy and her sister Savannah and I struggled with our shock and heartbreak, I
found some relief in searching out her written words.
The idea, initially, was simply to collect her writing so that family and friends could read
it. I would get up early most mornings, often before dawn, to sit at the long dining room table
that Mack helped me assemble last summer, pour a cup of coffee, open her laptop computer, and
gather up her words. The words were scattered in various places: her class papers, the Truman
State University media website, the texts and emails she’d sent us, and in the computer itself,
which we’d retrieved from her room in Spain. I found much more writing than we’d known was
out there. Pulling it all together was a complicated task that required some focus, a welcome
distraction from the grief. The words were a comfort to read. Her voice—passionate, smart,
sardonic, young—suffused it all. Reading it, I could almost hear her saying the words.
Most people understand that there’s nothing worse than losing a child, but until you’re
there, it’s impossible to describe how difficult it is even to function. One of the things you look
for is a reason to get out of bed. This project became that for me. It came to feel like I was
spending my mornings with Mack. Stacy had her blog, Savannah had her travels, I had this.
As I organized her writing, I added a few photos to the words, just to visually break up
the copy. Then I added more of them. There were so many photos of her available—thousands of
old prints that Stacy kept in boxes in our bedroom closet, thousands more digital images in our
computers, cell phones and social media. The pictures, like the writing, provided a connection to
Mackenzie that I badly needed. I liked the stories that the pictures told, alongside the words.
Soon, the writing collection was doubling as a scrapbook.
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A collection of writing needs context—who was the writer, what were the circumstances
behind her writing?—so I tried to provide that. It started as a few short notes about her writing,
then more extensive narratives about the writer behind it, and then the words that others had
written to and about her. In telling the story of her words, I found myself telling the story of her
life.
And that’s what this project finally became: the story of Mack’s life, told in her words
and in her images, in the correspondence that her friends and family had with her while she lived,
and in memorials that so many people who loved her wrote to her after she died.
I dread the end of this project; I’ve loved having these mornings with my girl. But she
deserves this book, so I’m finishing it. My hope is that those who knew her will recognize her in
these pages, and that those who didn’t know her will get to meet her. And that her words will in
some small way keep this amazing young woman alive.

Kevin McDermott
St. Louis, Missouri
March 1, 2015

Her Christmas gift to her dad, 2012
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I. HER LIFE
Mackenzie Kathleen McDermott was born on March
17, 1994—St. Patrick’s Day—at St. John’s Hospital
in Springfield, Illinois.

She died on October 7, 2014, in her apartment in
Burgos, Spain, of an adrenal deficiency due to
Addison’s disease.

Mack packed more life into her twenty years, six
months and twenty days than most people ever do.
She was a natural athlete, a sharp wit, a steadfast
friend, a promising writer. She saw California and
Florida, Mexico and Honduras, Ireland and Spain.
She loved animals, her acoustic guitar, bacon,
political satire, and the color purple. She disliked
insects, tomatoes, social injustice, and mornings.

>
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She grew up in Springfield, in the shadow of Abraham Lincoln. It had been his
hometown, his political base and his burial site. Mack’s street was named after Lincoln, her
historian-mother’s job revolved around Lincoln, her dad initially wrote for the same Springfield
newspaper that had published Lincoln’s Whig screeds when he was starting out in politics. As a
teenager, she worked one summer at her mother’s office, processing Lincoln documents. “The
weight of Lincoln’s legacy is a heavy burden to bear . . . it is also hard to get that thing off your
back,” Mack quipped in a 2012 essay about growing up in Springfield. “Lincoln is everywhere.”
She was a late talker and an early walker, the mirror-opposite of what her gabby,
immobile older sister Savannah had been. Macko, as we called her early on (the “o” would later
drop), was toddling around at nine months, and breaking things, gleefully, from the time she
could reach them. “She was strong beyond her size, and she always left a path of destruction
behind her,” her mother Stacy wrote in a blog entry entitled “Macko the Terrible.” We once
turned our backs long enough for her to get hold of our new stereo system, and within moments
the CD loader was ripped out and hanging from its wires and she was flinging CDs over her
shoulders with both hands. Getting her into a car
seat was a wrestling match every time.
“I still remember Mr. Hathaway walking
into my kindergarten classroom to tell me my little
sister had just been born. I was so excited to meet
you,” her sister Savannah wrote to Mack from
Spain upon Mack’s eighteenth birthday. “You
were a pain in the ass of a kid—always getting into
everything and breaking shit and just making so, so
much noise—but even when I was annoyed with
you, I always thought it was pretty awesome to
have a sister.” (Mack responded: “I've always
looked up to you to see what you do . . . and then
do the opposite . . .”)
As soon as we could, we channeled Mackenzie’s destructive energy into sports. At age
five she was playing organized basketball. She took taekwondo starting in Kindergarten,
eventually reaching the rank of green belt. At seven, she was the only girl on a boys’ tackle
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A young Macko with a wax version of Mr. Lincoln, Old State Capitol, Springfield.
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The complete audio, as it aired, is available at http://mackmcd.yolasite.com
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football team, at quarterback—and the subject of a public radio feature story entitled, “Throws
Like a Girl.”
She played baseball early on and by junior high had a killer arm; she once beaned her
father and gave him a black eye while playing catch in front of the house in Springfield. By high
school, she was lettering in basketball, softball (mainly at catcher) and golf.
Some high school athletes approach sports as if they’re in the World Series or the
Superbowl; Mack never stopped approaching it like an exuberant child on a playground. Though
she was usually one of the stars of whatever team she was on, she was also, invariably, the team
clown. Her humor was never cruel, always goofy, self-effacing, infectious. Team-wide running
jokes, with her at the center of them, were the norm
at sports outings, no matter what the sport or how
high the stakes. She invented words, songs, slogans,
and the greeting she called the “hand hug,” which is
exactly what it sounds like.
“Mack always made the time you spent
together special,” her golf coach, Jake Stapleton,
said in his speech at Mackenzie’s memorial service
at Springfield High School on October 12, 2014.
“There are some things that I will carry with me
always: It’s okay to keep your shirt un-tucked when
your game-face is on. Sometimes your competitors
can turn out to be your best friends. And at the end
of the day a hand hug is all you need.”
We named her Mackenzie in honor of her St. Patrick’s Day birth. Her middle name came
from her maternal great-grandmother Kathleen Sewell, who died not long before Mack was born.
She did get to know two other great-grandparents, and all four grandparents. She saw Grandpa
Bill and Grandma Dianne McDermott, and the sprawling collection of uncles, aunts and cousins
on that side of the family, during trips a few times a year to the Chicago area or to the Wisconsin
cabin. She enjoyed those big noisy gatherings, where she could pit her love of the Green Bay
Packers against a family full of Bears fans. “Swarmed by about 25 cousins, aunts, uncles and
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grandparents, the tiring journey seemed worth it,” she wrote
about one McDermott gathering at “a grungy pub that felt
very much like home.” “Glasses clinked, pictures were taken,
and trash was talked . . .”
Visits to Grandma Marie Pratt in downstate Illinois
and Indiana were quieter affairs, but competitive as well,
mostly at the card table over games of “Oh, Hell.” They often
included Stacy's sister Tracy, Uncle Jason and cousin Zoe.
Her visits with Grandpa Jim Pratt living in southern
California and, later, southern Missouri, were heavy on both
card games and sports—including golf, which Grandpa Jim
helped teach Mack in the yard next to this rural Missouri
home. He died when Mack had just turned seven. She also played golf with her great-grandfather,
Cecil Cross, during visits to Ottawa with him and Great-Grandma Henrietta. She died when
Mack was nineteen.
Though growing up distant from extended family, Mack had a deep bench of surrogate
parents and unofficial cousins in a tight-knit Springfield klatch: the McKinneys, the MutmanDoyles, the Parsons-Mosers, the Ericksons, the LeCompte-Luptons, others. Until she could drive,
her weekend evenings were usually spent with the group in someone’s crowded living room or
porch or one of the dinner hangouts—Barrelhead, DÁrcy’s Pint, Little Saigon—the kids
commandeering a side table or the basement. Once she started driving the steel-blue Jeep that
had been handed down from her dad and then her sister, her appearances at the gatherings were
more like cameos, stopping by
briefly at the restaurant or the
crowded living room, often with a
McKinney or an Erickson kid in tow,
to scoop up some food or to ask,
sweetly, for some cash, before
escaping to more interesting
surroundings.
With Grandpa Jim Pratt (top); With great-grandparents
Cecil & Henrietta Cross (above).
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FAMILY
• With Bill & Dianne
McDermott, St. Louis.
• At the McDermott cabin
in Wisconsin, with
cousins Olivia, Jonathon
& Kelty.
• With Aunt Tracy,
Cousin Zoe, Grandma
Marie & Stacy,
Charleston, Ill.
^ With Zoe & Kevin, Busch Stadium.

^ With Savannah, Stacy & Kevin
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FRIENDS Top Left: Mack (left) with surrogate
cousins Laura McKinney & Maggie Erickson,
circa eighth grade; Top right: Mack (center)
with pals at senior prom; Below: Macko (in
pink) & Savannah (back left) with Matt &
Laura McKinney and baby cousin Olivia
McDermott at Washington Park in Springfield.
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On the course (field, court, gridiron)
or off it, Mack possessed a calm, easy
confidence from early on, a rare trait for a
kid. She was impervious to the usual angst
and drama of adolescence, genuinely
disinterested in the pursuit of popularity.
Perhaps partly as a result, she was always
popular. This was driven home to us when
she was in sixth grade at DuBois
Elementary School in Springfield. She
participated in a science class contest to
drop an egg from the fourth story of the
school without having it break. Her dad
helped her build a padded basket and
parachute for the egg, which she dropped
from a balcony as the whole school watched
from the playground below. There were
several kids who participated in the egg
drops, but she was the only one who had a
cheering section: the whole playground,
chanting “Mack! Mack! Mack!” as she
prepared to drop it. (The egg didn’t break.)
For years afterward, we noticed and
joked about what we called Mack’s
“groupies”: classmates, teammates, coworkers at her jobs—the retirement-home
cafeteria in Springfield, the coffee shop in
St. Louis, the restaurant at college—friends
and even families of friends, several of
whom took her in on a regular basis when
she was away from home. Tony Schmitt of
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St. Louis, father of Mack’s college roommate Meagan Banta-Lewis, wrote on his Facebook page
that Mackenzie was “a second daughter to us.” Sonya Bond Perkins, mother of Mack’s high
school friend and basketball teammate Mariah Bond, thanked her for being “part of our family”
in Springfield. It’s a sentiment many other parents of Mack’s friends expressed about her.
When she left for college, not only did she keep her old Springfield circle of friends and
their families but, in typical Mack fashion, she connected them to her new circle of college
friends. “Can’t wait for this little shit to come visit and meet my frands,” (friends), Mack tweeted
from college, referring to high school friend Jackie Pascoe. When friends from both high school
and college spoke at Mack’s memorial in St. Louis in October, it was clear they had already
become one group. At the end of December, three months after Mackenzie’s death, her high
school friends Ali Ridley and Jackie stopped to see us in St. Louis, on their way to pick up her
college roommate Meagan; they were all spending New Year’s Eve together.

Mack started college in 2012 at Truman State University, a
small liberal-arts school in Kirksville, Mo., on the northern border
of the state. It was a turning point for her in more than the usual
ways. Having been immersed in competitive sports from
kindergarten through the end of high school, she made a conscious
decision to give them up in college. She did join the golf team,
mainly because it was a cheap way to play golf, but basketball,
softball and the rest went by the wayside. She turned her attention
to writing, both fiction and essays, with an emphasis on the social
and political activism that was commanding her attention now. By the end of high school she
was following current events and elections, and had become an outspoken progressive. She'd
written a little at her high school paper, mostly about music and pop culture, but now her
columns were as likely to be about national political debates around drug policy, feminism, civil
rights and gun control.
As Mack left for college, her parents left the old house with the big yard in Springfield
and moved into a loft in downtown St. Louis. Mack lived there the summer after her freshman
year in college, working at the coffee shop around the corner and spending most of her free time
visiting college friends in St. Louis or high school friends in Springfield, or strumming her
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Opposite page: 19 th Birthday, March 17, 2013.
This page: FRIENDS at Truman State University.
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^ Ireland, 2002
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acoustic guitar in her bedroom. The loft rooms had no ceilings, so
we could hear as she gently strummed and sang—songs of Adele
and Indigo Girls, and a gentle, understated rendition of “Broken
Hallelujah”—but she’d never let us come into the room and listen.
Though her voice was soft and pleasant, she wouldn’t even consider
playing at the annual family reunion at the Gelbuda house in Ottawa
with her Uncle Brian and Great Uncle John and the rest. Whenever
we pressed her as to why she wouldn’t let anyone hear her play, she
said it was just something she liked to do for herself.

From early childhood on, she saw much of the country, and some of the world. We
visited southern California several times when she was little to see Grandpa Jim, Mickey Mouse
and the ocean. She saw the battlefields at Gettysburg and the beaches of Florida—where she ate
so many oysters that she got sick, then came back for more. There were several trips to Colorado
to play in basketball tournaments and ride horses. There was a Caribbean cruise that included
time in New Orleans and stops in Belize, Cancun, Cozumel and Roatan; Mack snorkeled, rode a
four-wheeler through a jungle, petted dolphins. The family traveled to Ireland in 2002, not long
after the terrorist attacks of 9/11. Mack, then eight years old, wore a New York Yankees cap
throughout the trip as we explored castles.
Savannah moved to Spain after college, and we visited her there with Mackenzie in 2011.
We explored the small Medieval town of Zafra where Savannah lived, and took day trips to
Seville, Portugal and Gibralter. Mackenzie, then seventeen,
liked the meat and the olives, the wine, and all the attention
she got from the older boys during the all-night party that
Savannah threw for us. There were stone streets and walks
through the ruins of castles, which had fascinated Mack
since she’d seen Ireland years earlier. It was that trip that
introduced Mack to the country she would later choose for
her semester abroad.

< Zafra, Spain, 2011
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Mack had long hair all her life, until the fall
of 2013, when she got a dramatically short cut
during her sophomore year at Truman. As usual,
she made the decision herself, without discussion,
then informed her parents afterward. She broke the
news to her mother by sending her a video from
college, in which she wordlessly dances around
showing off the new look. When her dad asked her
in one text exchange why she hadn’t done it years
earlier, while she was still in sports and it would
have had some practical benefit, she responded: “It
took awhile to work up the courage.”
Our initial reaction was shock, but it grew
on us. It fit her. Short-haired Mack is who we said
goodbye to at Lambert-St. Louis International
Airport on September 7, 2014.
^ At the airport.

She’d stayed in Kirksville most of that summer, waitressing at Ruby Tuesday’s and
hanging with friends in the college town. She came to St. Louis for a few weeks before leaving
the country. She spend those weeks shopping with her mom and engaging in all-night TV binges
with her dad, introducing him to “Orphan Black” and her other pop-culture obsessions. She’d
thought about spending the semester in England or Scotland, but settled on Spain in large part
because Savannah was there (now in Madrid). Among our pre-trip tasks was to get her a
semester’s worth of the pills she needed to control her Addison’s disease, which had not given
her any problems since she’d been diagnosed the previous year.
We dropped her off at the airport on a pre-dawn Sunday. Savannah and her boyfriend
Levi would receive her in Spain, and she would spend a couple weeks there with them, exploring
the city, before going to Burgos to begin her semester. In subsequent skype calls and emails
home, Mack was her usual chill self about challenges of living in a foreign culture where she
couldn’t speak much of the language. The town charmed her. “A river runs through
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Before

After

Stills from the video Mack sent her mother, silently announcing her new look.
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the city of Burgos, separating the older, lazy center from the bustling metro area . . . beautiful
tree-lined paths hug the sides of the river, playgrounds and statues appearing intermittently,” she
wrote in her blog not long after arriving. “. . . Streets twist to the point that they feel more like
alleys as I find myself walking in circles to take it all in . . .”
Though she wasn’t in Spain very long, her lifelong process of connecting with new
people clearly was underway. Her roommates included two Chinese girls who could speak
Spanish but not English, a difficult situation that seemed to amuse her. On the day she died,
she’d been out with some of her newly acquired friends, before telling them she didn’t feel well
and going home to her apartment.

(BURGOS PIC HERE))

^

Images of Burgos, retrieved from Mackenzie’s cell phone, fall 2014.
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In late October, we received a letter from Mackenzie’s “Corporate Social Responsibility”
class at Burgos University, signed by classmates from Germany, Italy, South Korea and Spain.
Mack apparently was the only American. “[W]e are following an American textbook for this
course and so she promised to guide us through the cultural context and the institutions of
America,” they wrote. They said she “was quite skeptical about the whole notion of corporate
responsibility, but the discussion of civil rights caught her attention.” That was Mack. They
described her as “a happy girl that was always smiling.”
________
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“ . . . beautiful tree-lined paths hug the sides of the river . . . ”
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Where she’s been . . .

Springfield, Chicago, Wisconsin, California,
Philadelphia, Indiana, Colorado, Florida,
New Orleans, St. Louis, Kirksville . . .
Cancun, Cozumel, Roatan, Belize . . .
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. . . Ireland, Spain,
Portugal, Gibraltar.
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COLORADO

Mack’s competitive basketball in
high school brought us out to
Colorado two summers.
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IRELAND
The family traveled to Ireland in 2002. We rented a cottage built into 17 th Century
stone stables in County Tipperary, rented a car, and drove in a different direction
each day, exploring glens and castles, Mack in her NY Yankees cap the whole time.

^ Cliffs of Moher
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SPAIN
In 2011, when Mackenzie was in high school, our family traveled to Zafra, Spain, to
visit Savannah, who was living there after college.

-
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Mack returned to Spain in fall 2014, having chosen it for her college semester abroad.
She ended up in Burgos, a town of 180,000 that was founded in 884 A.D. She first
spent two weeks in Madrid with Savannah and her boyfriend Levi Shand.
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SPORTS

She was always No. 4, in honor of Brett Favre.
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SHE LOV ED ANIMALS.

Above: King Tut (young and older);
Below: Napoleon (left) & Pepper.
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With unidentified pug.
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Mack’s high school friend Abhinav Brahmamdam went all out to get her to go
to senior prom with him—including a front-page ad in the student newspaper.
(It worked.)

Mack’s resume, recovered from her computer. >
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Mackenzie McDermott
Permanent Address:
1312 Washington Ave. Apt. 2B
St. Louis, MO, 63103
(217)-416-0716
mcdermottmackenzie@gmail.com

Education
Truman State University
 Bachelor of Arts in English
 Concentration in Writing
 Minor in Women’s and Gender Studies
 GPA: 3.5/4.0

2016

Professional Experience
KTRM Radio- Kirksville, MO
Reviewer
 Write weekly music reviews, top ten lists and other industry-related articles.
 Attend monthly meeting and spend time in the studio listening to different albums.

2013 - Present

Truman Index - Kirksville, MO
2013 - Present
Columnist
 Write columns for opinions section of a weekly newspaper and attend weekly staff meetings during which
we discuss the previous issue and plan for the next.
 Submit ideas and write bimonthly columns on topics of my choice, ranging from the entertainment
industry to politics.
Café Di Organo – St. Louis, MO
2013
Cashier, Barista, Deli
 Worked front of house, checking customers out at the register and delivering sandwiches to tables.
 Made drinks at the coffee bar, including lattes and smoothies.
 Put together sandwiches on the deli line.
Papers of Abraham Lincoln - Springfield, IL
2012
Image Processor
 Cropped and improved quality of images of Lincoln documents and made changes to Papers of Abraham
Lincoln databases.
 Saved and processed images for the Library of Congress Lincoln files, working 20 hours a week from 8
a.m to 12 p.m.
Montvale Retirement Community - Springfield, IL
2012
Server
 Served breakfast, lunch and dinner to seniors living in a staged retirement community, including some who
were in need of constant care.
 Set tables before meals, washed and reset tables after meals, and cleaned dining room in a three hour
shifts for each meal.

Activities
Varsity Golf, Truman State University
Film Club, Truman State University

2012 - 2013
2012

Honors
Combined Ability Scholarship, Truman State University
President's Honorary Scholarship, Truman State University
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Mack (right) with the Pratt/Wavering women.
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FAMILY

ABOV E: With grandmas Dianne (left) and Marie;
BELOW: In Wisconsin with Grandpa Bill and cousins Jon, Kelty and Olivia.
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Four.

Bloomington, Ind.

Gibralter

Chicago
Chicago

Colorado
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^ Punta Umbria, Spain

^ Ireland

< Seville, Spain

^ Seville, Spain
< Roman temple,
Evora, Portugal
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St.Louis
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Madrid
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An early literary effort.
Mackenzie wrote this in 2000, at about age five, after learning about Abraham
Lincoln’s 1861 farewell speech to Springfield before he left for the White House. It
reads: “Mr. Lincoln was the Prezdent av the Yonited Statse av Amarac. He spoc to the
hole town.” Her spelling would later improve.
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II. HER WORDS
Mackenzie came from a family of writers. It’s the
profession of both her parents. Her sister’s essays
from Spain were an inspiration to her since high
school.

Mack

wrote

in

her

school

newspapers,

the

Springfield High Senator and the Truman State
Index. She wrote about family, school life, politics,
culture. She wrote music reviews for KTRM, the
Truman State radio station. On her own, she wrote
poetry and short fiction. As a Millennial, she also
wrote a lot on social media like Facebook and
Twitter, where her wry, funny, sometimes outraged
voice was often at its sharpest.

She tended to overuse strong language, a habit she
came by naturally. That’s left intact in these pieces.
__________
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Essays
When the subject wasn’t politics, pop culture or fiction, Mackenzie tended to write about
family, college life and her everyday surroundings. These essays sound the most like the Mack
we knew, her voice full of irony, humor, and wonder at the world and her place in it.
The format for these pieces included her column in The Truman Index, the student
newspaper at Truman State University; her blog from Spain; and a stray, musing piece we found
in her computer, entitled “Just Some Thoughts.”
In that one, filed to her computer not long before she died, Mack ponders her own
mortality—though it’s clear in the context that she was looking at it strictly in hypothetical terms.
“[W]e all know what we want: eternity. The lifelong goal is to be remembered,” she wrote. “ . . .
I guess I need to get over it. And over myself. But I’m kind of all I got.”
Most of the essays are lighter than that. In one column about the chaotic McDermott clan
in the Chicago area, she describes the Bears-Packers “pseudo-sports rivalry,” adding: “Come on,
the Bears aren’t good enough to be an actual rival.” In a class assignment that involved
interviewing her mother, she describes her as “a short, slight, dark haired woman with high
shoulders and good posture”—an inside joke about Stacy’s insistence that her girls always stand
up straight.
She started a blog from Spain, about her exploration of a new culture, but completed just
one post to it. Entitled, “Excuse Me, I Seem to be Very Lost,” it ends on a more hopeful and note
than it starts, with her typical wry humor: “I spot a bar caddycorner from the still-active 13th
Century cathedral . . . I think a 1.30 (Euro) beer in full view of a Catholic Cathedral may have
me reevaluating my views on church.”

__________
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`I’m kind of all I got. ’
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damn sure you don’t go down in
embers. I want a fucking flame. I

This piece essay was on Mackenzie’s
laptop computer when we retrieved it
from Spain. It’s unclear what if any
plans she had for it.

want there to be lights around
my name for years after my lights

Just some thoughts

go out. I want a nation to mourn
my loss, like they did Diana’s. I

There are times when I feel

want to go down in a way so

like the only person on earth and

tragic that people alert the

there are times when I feel like

fucking media. The comfort of

there are millions of me. I can’t

knowing that your existence

decide which of these feelings is

means enough to provoke tears,

more comforting or which causes

is it too much to ask for? Maybe.

me most unease. There’s a

Because for most of us few will

certain prestige that comes with

care. I don’t mean it won’t hurt

being unique. But there’s certain

people. One or two might never

camaraderie in a room full of

get over it. But to the rest of the

people with similar needs, and

world? Just a name. A sad story

wants, and desires. I’m not one

that they read, frown, and hope

to fight fire with much of

doesn’t happen to someone they

anything, let alone fire. I always

love. That just feels so

expect to receive things I would

insignificant. It goes against

never dole out. I’m a class act

everything I need to believe. I’m

hypocrite and a class A asshole.

the center of my own world, so

Always fighting over stupid shit,

why am I not the center of

like if it was some other girl I’d

everyone else’s? Why is no one

roll my eyes and be like “stupid

else concerned about when I

bitch doesn’t know what she

cease to breathe? I guess I need

wants.” But we all know what we

to get over it. And over myself.

want: eternity. The lifelong goal is

But I’m kind of all I got.

to be remembered. Really, living

I look back on all of the

is preparing to die but making

different ways that things could
46
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have gone—all of the people that

stay together until I am forever

I would have known under

parted from the earth. And even

different circumstances—and I

then, I will remain the best of

realize just how insular life is.

friends with those who touched

Just how hard it is to

me enough to make me thankful

comprehend the loneliness that

that this was the road I was

everyone truly has. We are, in

taken down.

every sense of the word, alone;
completely and uniquely isolated

There’s something about

by our own perspective. But this

having too much free time that

is the life I knew. This is the path

makes you consider whether or

that I chose—or was chosen for

not you’re doing anything

me. Either way, the outcome is

worthwhile. Today I’m really

the same. It hurts just as bad to

leaning towards not...
________

say goodbye to theses people as it
does to leave those I never knew.
Each is a part of me. And we will
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Shortly after Mackenzie arrived in Burgos, Spain, in fall 2014 to begin her semester abroad, she
started a blog to record her experiences. This was in keeping with what her sister had been doing
since graduating college and moving overseas. This first entry, dated September 18, turned out to
be the only one she would write.
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McDermott
Christmas
gathering, Doc
Ryan’s, Forest
Park, Ill., 2013.
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Mackenzie

McDermott
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Oral History Project
25 April, 2014
Women in Higher Education
My mother and I sat down on the balcony of our downtown St. Louis apartment at
around six thirty to talk about her life as a working mother in higher education. Stacy
McDermott is a short, slight, dark haired woman with high shoulders and good posture. She
grew up in a small, religious town in Indiana in the 70’s, a much different image than I have of
my strongly feminist, anti-religious mother I saw when I was growing up. The strength she had
while raising my sister and me, working full-time and getting her Ph. D in history made her
seem like a good person to talk to about women’s issues during her time of study. Because of
her knowledge in history and current project on an autobiography of Mary Lincoln, I thought it
best to focus on her time in academia as she was receiving the highest level of degree in her
field. The 90s—when my mother received her Ph. D.—were a time of progression when it came
to women entering institutes of higher learning and getting degrees. During our interview, I
learned about her childhood growing up in a fairly rural town navigating the sexism that was
sometimes thrown her way by boys in her class. In terms of her experience in higher education,
she felt that being a woman was never something that held her back in her field or lead to her
being more heavily scrutinized for her behavior. This, it seems was not necessarily the norm for
this period of time. We wrapped up our interview as the sun was beginning to set behind the
city.
It wasn’t really all that long ago when women weren’t allotted the opportunity to gain an
education at all, let alone obtain a college degree. At the turn of the century, some colleges
began allowing women to join their ranks and from there,
the door has been steadily opening wider and wider as the
decades have passed. As we entered the nineties, women
started to outnumber men in terms of degrees awarded,
but there were still a number of disparities that existed in
for women who pursued higher education. Because of the
male-dominated history of college culture, women who
entered that previously exclusively masculine sphere were
at risk of being isolated from and harmed by that
community. There still remained an added feeling of
inadequacy placed on women who chose to pursue a
degree, a risk of physical and verbal abuse for their desire
for education and a lesser assigned value to equal work of
their male counterparts.
“At 56 percent of the undergraduate student
population in 1999, women are more academically
successful than their male counterparts” (249). During the
rise of women in institutes of higher learning, they came
to receive more degrees than men from each level of higher
education—associate’s, bachelor’s and master’s—with the
only exception being in the doctoral degrees in which
women received only 42 percent of total degrees in 1999.
Even with these great strides being made in the
forwarding of women to equal level of men in higher
education, there were still risks that accompanied their foray into this new territory. Women
still remained in very boxed-in fields when they were able to enter college and they generally
did so at schools that weren’t necessarily considered the highest quality. There was a very
disproportional distribution of women and men in differing fields—with women often
dominating those fields that led to lower-paying, often typically feminine jobs. Women were still
outnumbered in the top-tier colleges and the colleges they did attend saw high segregation
between black and white women in terms of field of study.
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Women who chose to further their
education and enter into university were
often met with scrutiny by their male
peers. A feeling of disjointedness occurred
between men and women on college
campuses due to an overall
understanding of women’s work as
inferior to that of men. In their book
“Women in Higher Education: An
Encyclopedia” Ana Martínez Alemán and
Kristen Renn discuss the important role
that sexism and overall disparagement
played in the everyday lives of many
women on college campuses:
Women are perceived as different
and deficient since men’s behavior
is accepted as the norm, men
receive more pay for the same kind
of work as women, and men’s
work is assigned more importance
than women’s work. On campus,
the result is differential treatment
of women and men. Students,
faculty,
and
campus
administrators
engage
in
behaviors that single out women,
behaviors that overlook women
and
mixed
patterns
of
communication between women
and men. (254)
These types of lack of communication or isolation from the general public of campus life could
cause a great deal of pain for young women who had already been told that they were
inadequate. For this reason, women who attempted to receive their degrees had to face the
binary of “working woman” or “proper woman.” The fact that ideology of femininity was in
direct conflict with the importance that many of these women put on their educations did not
make the transition any easier. Frustration with comments about inadequacy sometimes made
it hard for women to exist such an environment.
Beyond just thoughts of isolation, women who attended college in the nineties had to face the
very real issue of sexual harassment, which is still prevalent in even today’s college culture.
Women who entered this previously male sphere were at risk of both physical and emotion
abuse being flung their way regardless of their behavior. Similar to the culture that creates a
feeling of the inadequacy of women, Alemán and Renn discuss frat culture and its proclivity for
exclusivity. The exclusionary nature of fraternities leads to extremely “divisive environments
regarding class, race, and especially sex” (254). Frat culture exists in a bubble of its own
choosing, making the rules and norms of the more diverse overall society seem somehow less
important. This is not to say that the blame for the prevalence of sexual assault on college
campuses falls on the shoulders of fraternities, but rather on the college culture that condones
the divisive definition of sex as seen in exclusive frats. Research shows that as many as 50-
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70 percent of women at the undergraduate level have been personally accosted by some sort of
sexual harassment. These numbers tell a story that women who attended college in the 90s
could not expect the same levels of safety as their male counterparts:
At one university in a multi-university study, 30 percent of female graduate
student respondents were prey to unwelcome sexual attention from professors,
and 15 percent received direct propositions. Women students from
underrepresented populations are particularly in danger of verbal and physical
abuse. (254)
Women continued to move forward in their education in the nineties, but they did so at
the risk of entering a culture that allowed for and refused—to this day—to stifle the
prevalence of violence against women on campuses.
There is a long history of inequality in the American educational system. As years have
gone on, universities have been slowly incorporating a wider range of demographic into their
student bodies. The 90s, often seen as a time of great progress for women’s rights, saw women
begin to outnumber their male peers at most levels of higher education. Even as they became
the majority, the insular nature of college life and its historically masculine culture, women
were still more vulnerable to verbal attacks and physical attacks than their male counterparts.
While there has been a good deal of change even since the 90s in this regard, it is interesting to
note that even sheer numbers could not keep women safe from the disparaging remarks they
received while trying to receive their education.
My mother, though she entered
university for her Ph. D during the
nineties, did not seem to fit the typical
mold for the historical setting in which
she received her education. As said
before, many women entering into
education during this period of time
had trouble getting footing in the roots
of a patriarchal and previously
exclusively male culture. Stacy, on the
other hand, felt fully adequate and was
not belittled her peers or professors and
felt that her personal growth as an
individual was by far the most
important aspect of her education—
something that many women found
hard under the confines of the
educational system that so favored men.
She says in the interview at one point
that she feels as though she existed in a
bubble where everyone around her
knew who she was as an individual and
therefore didn’t feel it necessary to
comment on her forceful nature. While
this may be the case, the simple fact
that these bubbles now exist is
indicative of the continuing social
change that began in the 70s.
Works Cited
M., Martínez Alemán Ana, and Kristen A. Renn. Women in Higher Education: An Encyclopedia.
Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2002. Print.
________
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In 2005, Mack portrayed Lincoln in her fifth-grade class’
re-enactment of the Lincoln-Douglas debates.
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The Lincoln Curse
My home of Springfield, Illinois is
a fairly typical Midwestern community
that would be easily confused with a
number of other towns were it not for one
bright, shining beacon of unique identity:
Abraham Lincoln. Yes, it’s true, I hail
from The Land of Lincoln, it says so on
my license plate and I am constantly
reminded of it as a travel around town,
passing some Lincoln- related building or
sign every few blocks. Springfield is
where Lincoln met his wife, ran his legal
practice and where he made is home for
nearly 25 years, so our claim on him is
strong and we cling to it as much as
possible. A casual trip downtown
involves Lincoln statues, children in
Lincoln hats, tours of people talking
about Lincoln and the occasional Lincoln
impersonator. Needless to say his impact
is great, but the constant reminder is not.
The weight of Lincoln’s legacy is
a heavy burden to bear and, while it is
hard not to wear it with pride, it is also
hard to get that thing off your back.
Lincoln is everywhere. From the Lincoln
Home and Lincoln tomb to the Lincoln
Law Offices and the newly revamped
Lincoln Museum and Library, the novelty
takes a while to wear off. I can admit to
enjoying my first five field trips to the
home and tomb before finally putting my
fifth grade foot down that maybe my
school should teach us about a few more
presidents. Or at least take us on cooler
field trips. Once I had come to this
conclusion, there was no turning back.
Being from the Land of Lincoln is no
longer an interesting way to identify my
community; it is a curse that I cannot
shake no matter how hard I try.
I am not claiming to be alone in
the struggle to outrun Lincoln’s hold on
Springfield; I’m sure many of my fellow
students would agree that it get’s old
when the only response you ever hear
after telling someone where you’re from
is “oh, the Lincoln place, right?” I would,
however, say that I am particularly
affected. I grew up on Lincoln Avenue
and, while I – unlike my poor sister – did

avoid Lincoln Middle school, I do happen
to share her mother; a mother who
makes her living as a Lincoln historian.
Due to this, nearly every one of my
chosen history essay topics has
inevitably been about good old Honest
Abe.
Lincoln’s name does not stop at
just school and tourism sites, though. He
also has a golf course in town. For the
first sixteen years of my life I managed
to avoid spending too much time at
Lincoln Greens Golf Course, as it is a 25
minute drive from my school and house.
That is, until my senior golf season when
the Springfield High School athletic
department, in a stroke of genius, made
it our home turf. Nearly every day this
fall I took the long drive (sometimes half
and hour in afternoon traffic) from my
school, which is right downtown along
with the Lincoln Home and the Old State
Capital where Lincoln worked, all the
way to Lincoln Greens, where every
single golf cart has Lincoln’s face painted
on the front. I wish I was kidding. If that
isn’t enough, when I say I’m from
Springfield, golfers who I play with often
let me know that they have taken field
trips to the Lincoln sites. I reply with a
smile and a polite “yes. So have I.”
________
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Truman Index, March 20, 2014
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Truman Index
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Truman Index, March 21, 2013
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Truman
Index
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Truman Index, November 21, 2013
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SHS Senator, Spring 2011
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SHS Senator, Spring 2012
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Politics
Mackenzie was born during the presidency of Bill Clinton, became politically
aware during the presidency of George W. Bush, and cast her first presidential vote in
2012, at age eighteen, for Barack Obama’s re-election.
She came by her liberal politics naturally, with her parents, her older sister and
much of her extended family being progressives. By college, her political focus was
largely on feminism—an unsurprising development, given that much of her childhood
was spent as a girl competing in boys’ sports.
“Anyone who says sexism is a thing of the past has never been to a women’s
basketball or softball game,” she wrote in one of her columns for The Truman Index,
Truman State University’s student newspaper. “. . . Male athletes are adored and deified
to a ridiculous extent while female athletes are barely recognized.”
Like many kids her age, her politics were more generational and cultural than
partisan. Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert were favorite sources of information. Her
support for Obama was tempered by vocal disappointment that he wasn’t doing enough
to push a progressive agenda.
She had an eye for political absurdity, and some of her writing was prescient.
“The idea that our great nation will fall apart if everyone who smokes weed isn’t thrown
in jail is ridiculous and has no backing argument other than fear,” she wrote in her
sophomore year, shortly before marijuana laws began loosening up around the country.
“States would do well to leave recreational marijuana users alone...”

__________
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These two
editorial
cartoons were
copied onto
Mack’s
computer.
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During Mack’s senior year in high school, she entered the “This I Believe” essay
contest through WUIS Public Radio in Springfield. Her essay, entitled “Anything
Boys Can Do,” which charts the origins of her feminism, was chosen as one of
the winners. She read the essay on the air, and again at a winners’ breakfast
that she attended with her parents.
The audio version, read by Mack, is available at
http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Afpjdwf-994&feature=youtu.be
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__________
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Truman Index, April 24, 2014
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Truman Index
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Truman Index
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Summer 2014, in Chicago, with Grandma Dianne.
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Truman Index, April 11, 2013
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Truman Index, February 28, 2013
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‘. . . And I can breathe fire.’
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Poetry
The most surprising find in collecting Mackenzie’s writing was the volume
and nature of her poetry. We’d had no idea there was so much of it, mostly tucked
away in the laptop computer she’d had with her in Spain. As with her fiction, some
of the poems were darker than she was, suffused with an anger that wasn’t easily
recognizable in her. At the same time, some of her poems displayed a lot of the
gentle humor, affection and thoughtfulness that were so much a part of her
personality. They are angry, insightful and funny in turn.
She wrote on a range of topics that included friendship, family, alcohol and
substance abuse, politics, religion, even technology. I’ve spent so much time online
/ That my fingers are starting to grow keyboards, she wrote in one called “Facebook
Creepin.”
In another, she observed:
No, it is not the darkness which we fear
And no, it is not the unknown.
It is the worry of the day
That will force us away
From the comfort of pretending that we are alone.
In still another, she casts time as a frustrating adversary: You mock me with
every tick / I try my best to grab your hand / But you are too fast for me. Just when
it seems to be winding up for some too-familiar observation about mortality, she
instead closes it with a student’s lament: Shit—that paper was due in September,
wasn’t it?
Many of the poems were untitled. In those cases, we’ve added titles based
on the content, putting them in parenthesis.

__________
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Mack emailed this poem to her father Oct. 4, 2014 at about 2:50 a.m. Spain time, three
days before her death, attached along with an untitled short story about mental illness.
“… I know poetry isn’t your thing but my writing class got me into it so I guess just [offer]
basic impressions for that one,” she wrote in the email.

Windfall Possibilities
I don’t think I’ll ever get over the rush of the first sip
My blood goes crazy over it
Like it knows what’s coming next
The tingle in my toes rising to my chest
Only whiskey swimming in me
Like I could breathe fire if I tried to
I don’t think the culture allows for
it to be an issue
Not until you graduate, that is
I’m sure alums are happy about
that phrase
Spend four years laughing
And four more on the wagon
As if it’s not a problem until you’re
steady
And you’re happy
When you’ll never feel invincible as
you did then
No, I don’t think I ever will get over
the rush of that first sip
My family history will prove this
My body knows what’s coming
next
It’s been on its way for years
But I feel the bump of a frat and
roaring in my chest
And there’s only whiskey left
And I can breathe fire

__________
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“
You’d love me too,
just didn’t know it yet

”
A Smile and
a Cigarette
I fell in love with a smile
and a cigarette
You’d love me too, just
didn’t know it yet
You took my hand and
pulled me through the
crowd
We’re going down
I wonder if I’ll fall before
they break me
I wonder if I’ll even care
by then
I wonder how the stars
just go on shining
When they know
someday the world’s
gonna end
Love’ll set you free, or
so they all say
So I expected freedom
like they said
To me it feels closer to a
cage
Wreaks of burning
cigarettes and gin
________

( We Are Time Bombs )
We are all time bombs
ticking down the
minutes
until alarm clocks finish
what we started
Walking and breathing
yet ceasing to be a thing
that moves or consumes
air I fell on a Saturday
When the wind was still
crisp
now summer whips
around us
and here I sit,
motionless,
waiting for a moment
to push words through
tight lips
a little whiskey on the
tip of my tongue
we switch seats for a
moment
and I become you
floating just above white
noise
that consumes
brainwaves,
I hear yours
My own seat feels a little
cooler when I return.
________
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Asleep
I grew up thinking small
town
blew up into a strong
frown
fell into new positions
where the ground is
thick
and minds move
thoughts slower
than impositions
thinking I was owed
something
never was given nothing
who knew I could want
something
I never see happen
and you were there for
me
never were scared of me
always walking with a
smile
never prepared for me
to walk out
to cop out

to think that it was
over
and just clock out
________
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We were better then
There is some comfort in the changing seasons
I’m forever hopeful for the return of my favorite
Forever waiting for spring to remain
Nights just warm enough sit by the fire
Clothes soaking in the smoke
Reminding me of all the reasons
I always liked this weather best
The smell of my sweatshirt
Painting memories of shared moments
The way I could just see your breath
Pressing against the night sky
The way you held my hand and
Told me everything would be alright
The way that was all I needed then
But I remember summers when things were better
The water was always warm
But the night air was cool
So we kept our heads below the waves
As we talked about the future
All the things that scared us
Now, as we smoke on the shore
Painted toes at the end of crossed legs
Just skimming the surface
It doesn’t feel so warm
And I wonder how we ever jumped in
I remember better winters, too
Ones where the cold was as welcome as the heat that
followed
Where we shared more secrets than we did whiskey
More laughter than comfortable silence
Now, as we drink by the furnace
Unspoken words behind thin lips
Pressed to our glasses
It doesn’t feel so comfortable
And I wonder how we ever smiled sober
The reds and yellows of autumn used to light me up
The falling leaves became our playground
We would shake the trees
If ever the piles got too small for our liking
So many warm days spent jumping hand in hand
Until the setting sun forced our eyes closed
The cool ground just soft enough for us to drift off
Now, as we lie awake under the stars
Hands firmly at our sides
I can feel every groove in the ground below me
Each bend that used to form to me feels foreign
And I wonder how we ever fell asleep
I wonder if I ever will again

__________
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Shut it off
It’s all okay
The sun is out
But hidden behind generous
clouds
On a lazy day
Soon to be replaced by lazy stars

Cling to the smallest of rocks in
the stone
Just make sure you don’t look
down
Because letting go
Is much harder than pretending

Then all at once
The world collapses
The clouds turn mean
And the sun retreats
To mourn the ashes of kin
A touch is in order
Some simple relief
From the gripping reality
As the world dims
But there’s a head on those
shoulders
So give it all you’ve got
Then shut it off

Shut it off
There’s much more pain that love
can bring
Than just a body in a box
So shut it off

Move quickly
And hold tight to false hope
It Hurts
I can’t even journal
correctly—
Can’t even put pen to
paper
for long enough to
process why
I close the door with a
tear every night.
I can’t even begin to talk
to the most important
person in my life
because I’m not their
most important person.
I’m too drunk and
numb all the time

And then it’s almost okay
The sun is out
But hidden behind generous
clouds
On a lazy day
Soon to be replaced by lazy stars
Shut it off
It’s not that hard
________

to even process what
that feels like—
to even comprehend
how much that hurts.
And, boy, does it hurt.
It hurts like a fireball to
the chest
at every goodbye—
like a hot, burning welt
on the insides—
like a pizza fresh from
the oven
hitting the roof of my
mouth—
like a paper cut, it hurts.

________
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But I endure rather
than thrive.
I disguise pain as tired
eyes—
sorrow as fucked up
meds.
Maybe tomorrow I’ll
crawl out of bed
and fix it.
If I can even get out of
bed.
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‘ Through a touch screen / Strung from fingertips to retinas ’
Screens
I’ve spent so much time online
That my fingers are starting to grow
keyboards
And track pads
And pop-up surveys for free sneakers
Gone are the days of radio hum
Twiddling thumbs by the glow of the
muted cable news
I walk with unplugged headphones
iPhones glued to my palms
Better to be blind than alone
As the whole world looks
Through a touch screen
Strung from fingertips to retinas
There’s a ticker on the top with an off
button
That’ll make it so the storm never
happened
So that money’s not an issue and
What’s the Middle East, anyway?
Where the world spins in the palm of
a precocious preteen
Is where the world ends
Facebook Creepin
As I look through old
pictures
I don’t see memories,
I see mistakes.
I don’t see faces,
I see ideas.
And every once in
awhile
I come across one that
should affect me
But there are no tears.
Dry eyes are lonely
On nights like these.

________
Nights when the world
Around posed photos.
doesn’t seem real
Lost faces are not empty
Unless I think about it
places in my heart,
really hard.
They are merely
Like Tinkerbelle
misplaced shards
But I don’t what
Of something I probably
applause,
won’t bother looking for.
I want respect
The door doesn’t often
And knowledge
reopen
To fight off the pain of
And it’s on its way to
not understanding
closing now.
The thing that everyone
I urge you to get out
is talking about,
while you can.
The unbreakable
connection that forms

________
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There are Fights

Nero

There are fights that fall on us which we
can't win
Ones that are destined to tear us limb
from limb
Until we are shattered
Broken

Life crawls in and out and under the fire
of it all
And we sit in chairs like kings and
watch it fall
You played you’re sweet guitar as the
end drew near
The flames licked every building it was
music to my ears
I sat as the city burned to ashes from
my match

But to fight or to flee?
They say never to run from conflict
That makes you weak
But what if the fight makes you even
weaker?
What if it beats you and breaks you
Shapes you into something new
Something you might not like
Or worse something they might like
more

You live, you mourn, you cry and then
you're dead
But life is better than alternatives
And Queens and kings die just like
plebeians
Just think of all the ground there is to
dig
Stones now sit where buildings use to
live
Ashes of the love we used to give

What if the fight makes you lose
everything?
Every ounce of desire?
Is it worth it then?
Are you strong for staying
Or would it have been stronger to walk
away
From everything you've ever held de ar?
________

So ring your fiddle out
And sing your tune
Rome is burning bright this afternoon
Play the drumbeat loud for all to hear
Beating of the hearts, the love, the tears

Stop

Life is but a game
I won you lost it's over
What's the use of crying
When you’re dying words are covered b1
y the flame

I don’t think I can do this
I know I can’t do this
It hurts every day to go through this
This pain when you’re gone
And when you’re here
It’s all the same
And I know it’s wrong
But it’s a game I can’t play anymore

Emotion is the master of us all
We risk our hearts and guts with every
stand
Power comes from bloodshed at your
hand

I’ve knocked on doors
Far more red than yours
But it never quite does the trick
My blood is full of you
My heart is emptied
________

So ring your fiddle out
And sing your tune
Rome is burning bright this afternoon
Play the drumbeat loud for all to hear
Beating of the hearts, the love, the tears
________

`My blood is full of you
My heart is emptied’
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Home
This home
That no longer smells of
home
That no longer feels of
home
That no longer feels like
mine
Alone
I walk the halls I used
to know
I sit and wonder where
it goes
Oh, what I’ve left behind
Falling closer to the
memories of this
I have never known
such sweet and bitter
loneliness
Here I stand
Right in the place I used
to stand
And I had never known
such love
But why does my heart
pretend
I belong here still
When all my goodness
has been
Gone for some time
And sometimes you fall
In this bed I lay
Where I used to lay
So many years ago
So many days
So many nights I spent
Staring at these walls
Praying for a home
I never found it
I was always looking
Here I stand where I
stood all those days ago
All those lifetimes
Where I slept alone
Now I sleep alone
But I am with you
You are with me in this
empty home
I can feel you

You are with me
everywhere I go
But here I stand
Where I used to stand
Where I stood before
Where I live no more
In this home
That smells no more
like home than you
smell
That feels no more like
home that you feel
That looks no more like
home
These empty walls
between us
They will not stop my
pain
These empty halls that
bind us
They will find us
We cannot hide
We cannot run no they
will find us
And we will find them
This empty home that
feels no more like home
That looks no more like
home
That smells like stale air
between us
Why does my heart feel
the need to cry
Over memories that I
did not agree with
That I do not miss
Why does my heart feel
such yearning
For this home that no
longer feels itself like
home
And yet the walls make
me weep
And yet the silent echo
makes me think of all
the things I’ll miss
Of all the things I didn’t
get
This empty home
These barren walls
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These open hallways
And here I sit
Where I used to sit and
think of all the things I
could see if I would
leave
All the things that I
would be if I could seize
the moment, the day
These walls that used to
bind me
I craved for my release
Now feel more like home
than they ever did
This home that no
longer feels like home
No longer smells of
home
Or looks the way I
remember
And yet I will miss the
days I spent between
these walls
Between these beams
and floorboards
Underneath the lights of
everything I’ve ever
known
This home
This home that I cannot
remember
All the splendor of the
memories has passed
I walk these halls one
last time and I feel
nothing
This home
That no longer feels like
home
No longer smells of
home
Or looks the way it
should
I fall even more in love
with you
As I say goodbye
My heart will never cry
for you again
My home
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please

We drag between sunsets

There is a saying that I’ve heard before
Look before you leap
Well I’ve been staring down this ledge for
far too long
And it’s never seemed too steep

We drag between sunsets
As if a stagnant day brings new
beginnings
Who needs change, anyway?
Just some sleep
Recycle and repeat

I wanna fall
I wanna fall so badly
No landing on my feet

I stand at a crossroads
Too far to be inside
Too close to lay blame
It’s my own doing;
It’s my undoing

So I apologize for coming to your door so
late
There’s just something that I had to say
And I’m sorry for begging on all fours
this way
It’s been eating at my brain

So I just stand
Watch the world spin around me
Watch hands grasping hands for
closeness
While I grab for the remote
And hope it goes away

Just please say what I want you to say
What I need you to say
Please feel how I want you to feel
How I need you to feel
There is a saying that I’ve heard before
Ignorance is bliss
But I want to hear it all, the good the bad
There’s not a thing I’d like to miss

Little boxes with little people
Who always do what they’re told
Who always say the right thing
Who always fall in love the right
way
If I could write a script to my life
Fix all the shit I’ve never done
right
Even that would fall apart
Nurture over nature
To me that means pseudo anger
and voices hushed
Fuck you
What’s for lunch?
But I fell in love the way you fall
asleep
Slowly, and then all at once

I wanna jump
I wanna jump so badly
It can’t be worse than this
So I know that we are young and we are
fools
But I’m okay with that
Time is ours for now, let’s break the
rules / It’ll be a fucking laugh
Just please say what I want you to say
What I need you to say
Please feel how I want you to feel
How I need you to feel
There is a saying that I’ve heard before
Love is blind
But my eyes are wide open

^

So just please say what I want you to
say / What I need you to say
Please feel how I want you to feel
How I need you to feel

The last two lines are borrowed from
the novel The Fault In Our Stars,

I need it to be real

by John Green.
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goodbye
I remember days when
we were talking
Staying out late
And you would walk me
home
I remember times when
we were fighting
Screaming at the night
And you would leave
alone
But somehow you
brought me back here
Somehow I’m feeling
better
And somehow you don’t
seem so scared
And we don’t seem so
wrong
So give me once chance
to prove I’m worth it
Just give me a minute
to catch my breath
Sitting in the starlight
feels so perfect here
So don’t say goodbye
_________
Explanations
It’s the little mistakes
That make or break me
Drowning in days
That make it feel like the
world is spinning me in
circles
I can’t find my way or
my purpose
But I’ve been told it’s in
teamwork,
Or maybe in commitment
But is dedication to
what’s broken me
something I can live
with?
I used to be exuberant
There was passion in me
But the world got real
And started blasting at
me

I won’t always be on top
That’s what the order
told me
But fuck if I’ll be at the
bottom
That shit is way below
me
It a pride thing, I’ll admit
it
I was used to glowing
eyes
and then once I didn’t
get it
I felt robbed
Man, fuck commitment
to this weak shit
But I pulled myself
together
and stuck it out, it
wasn’t right
until the demons started
eating at me every single
night until they broke me
I was too lonely to even
see the damage
Too helpless to even try
my hand at
Starting something less
destructive
but fuck that
I won’t live a life
obstructed by dread and
watered eyes
I’ve got more worth than
that
But I was walking on
thin ice
So I took a step back
And saw a face I didn’t
recognize
Then I made the change
that needed to happen
I know I don’t owe
anyone an explanation
but that’s how it
happened.
_________

Speak no evil
White wash walls
Tight linoleum
I walk with light feet
And never tread into the
deep end
Where your toes can’t
touch
Where you close your
eyes to see
Behind shallow stalls
Smiles like grimaces
pretend
Cases of cardboard
cutouts
Living and breathing
Until closed doors
forgive them
Until they can’t take
anymore
The pestilence of a
silent, broken room
Full of empty, stolen
souls
Is enough to make your
skin crawl
Enough to make the
tips of your fingers itch
As they silently shake
Begging for a drum
_________

“Sitting in
the starlight
feels so
perfect here
So don’t say
goodbye”
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Darkness
That poses the threat.
And it is shallow to assume
That you think least of me when I
am at my worst,
But to be at my best in the sun
Would assure your attention
And my demise
Because to be immersed in your
eyes for too long would turn the
world grey.

There is trouble in darkness.
But, then, is there not trouble in
lightness as well?
Do not we lose ourselves more
completely in the sun?
No, darkness is not to be feared.
It is the safety net that hides us
From the ones who could break us.
Because I was there when the light
reared its ugly head and left you
exposed,
Begging for the shadows to return.

No, it is not the darkness which we
fear
And no, it is not the unknown.
It is the worry of the day
That will force us away
From the comfort of pretending
that we are alone.

No, it is not the darkness that
knows,
It is the light through the window

_________
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Bridges
Broken bridges aren’t worth much,
But neither are ones leading more treacherous waters,
More lecherous fodder
Masquerading as good humor or fun.
There’s a difference between hiding
And knowing when to fucking run
For the hills when it’s over.
And they might have told you
Keep open doors and windows
In case floors and walls start to close in a crush you,
But I’d take suffocation over the pitfalls of dedication any day.
Because degradation doesn’t have a face ;
It wears a mask.
It has a sweet smile and a laugh
That makes you forget anything bad has ever happened,
Makes you want to stop that bridge from collapsing,
Even once that smile fades.
And you always say that once you’re not happy,
You’re done.
Like it’s that easy to let go of something you once loved.
Like it’s that easy to be sane.
Born out of boredom and stagnation,
Laughs turn to hate
In the face of adversity, reality trumps fate.
So if you please wouldn’t encourage me to run in circles,
That would be great.
There’s a reason shit ended.
Fuck, you ended it yourself.
When’s the last time you grabbed a book you fucking hate off the shelf?
Turned pages, lost chapters
Hidden away in the back of an attic
Because reading them again would make the pain all too real.
Don’t flip back through,
The nostalgia you feel is cold to the touch.
And broken bridges aren’t worth much.
No, burn those bitches up.
________
( I Want To Be Brave )
I want to be brave;
For happiness to trump cowardice;
For real to outweigh proper.
I want, for once, not to fall to the scrutiny of prying eyes.
I see it all around me and it turns out all right.
But I hide behind unnecessary lies.
Authenticity should not be compromised
For the sake of creature comforts.
I envy those who are so true without even thinking of it.
As if there is no other way to be.
As if I don’t spend most days fighting against my better judgment.
As if it is so easy to breathe with this weight against my ribcage.
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Boxes
Vernacular is subjective.
Grammatically incorrect
Doesn’t necessarily
need corrected
If the context of the
media prefers it.
Pretty packages don’t
always offer pretty gifts.
It’s pretty ignorant to
think what you see is
what you get.
Even if I don’t get much,
I want to hold it before I
decide if it’s gold or not.
There’s a lot of talk of
choice words
Being the wrong choice
if you want to be
respected.
But I haven’t met a
happy person who plays
by the rules
___________

So fuck the lesson.
In retrospect, I
shouldn’t have attended.
They want bendable
minds
And mine’s as flexible
as steel blinds that play
lineman.
But tht’s a joke, so it
has no merit
Because party lines
must not be crossed.
Or any lines, for that
matter,
So I’m at a loss
To see how anybody
gets along without a box.
Mine’s colored in nicely,
Painted in bright hues
Because that’s how they
like me.
It’s not allowed to get
gloomy.

And so I talk how I’m
meant to,
Walk how they taught
me,
Laugh like it’s perfectly
fine,
But they’ve got me
wrong.
And that ride from here
to where I want to be is
really long.
And fucking scary.
Good talk and followed
rules won’t prepare me.
So fuck them.
I’m hopping out of the
box that they put me in
And moving on, fucking
dare me.

( I’m Not Too Bad At Hellos )
I’m not too bad at hellos
I’m fucking great at goodbyes
It’s all a show just shake some hands
And find the meaning of life
In a couple smiles we can make dark spot bright
So don’t go down without fighting
For something that makes you feel alive
Don’t go down without the knowledge
That you have fostered some kind of passion in someone’s eyes.
Don’t go down before your time
And don’t let anyone tell you it’s your time.
Don’t fall to the inevitable pressure you will face
For doing everything in your power to erase
The hatred that comes along with greatness,
The judgment that comes along with faith
Don’t drop to your knees at the first sign a thrown punch
Don’t recede into timidity at the first sign of venom thrown your way
Don’t go down before you can say every last thing you want out of life
In one breathe in front of everyone you love without a blush
Don’t go down until you speak your mind
To every person who has ever made you feel so small
You could sink into the ground and disappear.
Better yet don’t go down at all.
Because if you can sit through all that shit and still be on your feet
We could all use a few more yous around here.
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‘ … tainted by the greedy
Who outshine the benign … ’
Religion
He told us to remember that life goes on,
Then he read from the book of death
With a half-frown on his face that said
“I don’t know who any of you are and it doesn’t matter.”
He told us all to take a moment.
So, like good puppets,
We moved our lips to match his.
The drone of a simple-minded crowd
That said “We all know you too well to speak.”
He stood in front of us—
Attempted to move us with words
That belonged in the mouth of a loved one,
Of a child, a brother, a grandson.
We all allowed him—
Invited this stranger to speak
With a blank face
On a person for whom we have all wept.

________
If you could choose to believe science or religion, which would you choose?

Because, to me, it’s a mindset
That blinders are safer than logic
But it loses benevolence
When its views become toxic
And tainted by the greedy
Who outshine the benign
It might sound redundant
But I find that numbers are far more
reliable
Than a man in the sky

I like actual answers
Clean and exact
Not some abstract bullshit
That feeds on and attacks
Those who need to believe
To get back to a place
Where it’s worth it to get out of bed
every day
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Just Stop Fucking Smiling For Once. FUCK
Is it bad that your enthusiasm annoys me?
Should I like that?
Am I supposed to bask in your love of life?
And wish I could learn to be so fucking happy?
Honestly, it just grates on me.
And I wish I could grate that smile off your
goddamn face.
Everyone has a bad day.
Why the FUCK are you always happy?
You bounce past me at an energetic trot
And instead of feeding off your energy,
Instead of it lifting my spirits and making me
feel equally as invincible
Instead of clicking my heels and joining you,
I just want to fucking trip you.
I want to stick my foot out nonchalantly,
Whistling innocently to myself as your gait is
interrupted
And your face is roughed up by the floor.
I don’t even dislike you.
I’m sure you’re really cool
But I just can’t fucking stand people who act
like you do.
Your laugh is infectious
But not in the way where it makes me want to
laugh too,
In the way where it makes me want to throw up
Just stop fucking smiling, okay?
Sad the fuck up
Because life is depressing.
Be mad and fucked up
Like the rest of us.
FUCK.
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( Childish Smiles )
Childish smiles wipe off
quickly
but mine is going pretty
strong.
Laughter’s the best
medicine
so I’m trying to hold on
to the last remnants of
who I used to be.
It’s not easy,
I think I’m losing me
and I’m gaining you.
It used to be all fun and
games
until the mail came
through
and decided it was time for
me to grow up.
I’m trying to bail on that
too
because I’m not done with
games and fun yet.
I’m not ready for the world
to turn to business suits.
But I don’t like where I’m
at.
I can’t say it enough.
I’m more honest than I
have been,
but it’s still half a bluff
when I say let’s get on with
the growing up.

It’s just that all of this is
new to me, new to us.
So where we are right now
isn’t where we’ll be in a
month.
Shit, a week, if we’re lucky,
there’s a lot of work to be
done.
And I’m trying.
Pessimism is just so much
easier, so why bother?
Put on a mask of
bitterness
and the lines start to seem
a little less important.
The time starts to sink
away
and leaves you with the
most basic version of what
you don’t want to be,
but at least it hurts a little
less than false optimism.
I’ve never been fixed so I
can’t be broken.
Never worn a labeled
donned with the promises
of your tokens of affection,
so I can only imagine what
it feels like to be half of a
whole.
It doesn’t sound like
something I’d like;
doesn’t sound as nice as
being a whole of a whole.
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Or maybe I’m just a whole
of a hole that needs some
filling in.
Or maybe digging up,
either way there’s
something missing.
How naïve it is to think
that it’s as simple as
moving away.
Like new scenery will
convince me to change.
Like a couple hundred
miles west it will be easier
to be brave.
I’ll continue to act, just on
a new stage.
It’s hard to think like that,
but I’m finding my clichés
so contradicting
that I don’t know which of
them write
into my movie of a life.
Honesty is the best policy
but ignorance is bliss.
Follow your heart
but it’s always playing
tricks.
Love is blind
so fuck that I’ll stick with
my 20/20.
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( Caught )

But soon I will be free of my brick
prison And I can only hope honestly
treats me kindly
Because I plan to run
And never look behind me

For now I am caught,
Caged by brick walls
Where I am taught that numbers mean
more than friendship
And crowds mean more than closeness
All in one long day

Optimism may cloud my judgment;
Let it.
Every bar has its chance of falling
But that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t set
it
High enough to achieve everything
you’ve dreamed of

I’ve reached the point where even the
closest of friends
Can’t double as a headrest
When the wooden desk denies me any
sort of comfort
And my thoughts are just too far away
To take on today’s arbitrary lessons

I may never be brilliant.
I may never write anything worthy of
praise
I am restless
But it’s comforting to know
And each year the walls close in
That my days in this cage are numbered
Until they are threatening to crush me
And that even if I fail in the real world
At least it will be real
________
( So Malicious A
Night )
My back flat against the
surface,
I can feel the contours
of the earth
Just below the frame
and mattress.
In the darkness,
Angry clouds are less
threatening.
Beneath sheets,
Covers to my chin
I can take on the world.
So in silence I wait,
Letting the storm roll
over me
Without wondering
what it drags along its
path.
Simply allowing it to
pass;
Content with pretending
that its wrath
Can be contained by
floors and walls.
Such flimsy barricades
for so malicious a night.

( This Is New )
This is new:
This desire to be
something completely
out of my comfort zone.
This is comforting
Because it means that
change is on its way.
I can feel it in the way
the wind moves around
me.
It used to suffocate—
To close me in and
knock me over at my
weakest—
But now it molds to me.
It folds around my
insecurity and cushions
the blows.
I am pushing my own
boundaries,
Owning up to my
mistakes,
But also to my triumphs.
I am leaving behind the
parts of me that hide.
Shadows are no longer
friends of mine.
( Uninspired )
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Lately I’ve been
uninspired,
Molding easily to the
perfect versions
Of my vision of
acceptance,
But provision’s the
reward,
Not the lesson
And divisions are easier
to swallow
Than the fallacies of a
perfect world
So we accept them.
Except those that
directly disadvantage
our perspective.
Because our perception
of the world is always
the correct one.
But there are flaws in
that
There’s always shit that
wants to give back
But isn’t able to
There are always ideas
that sound perfect in
your head
But enable you.
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( Pen To Paper )
I haven’t put pen to paper in a while
So this feels foreign
But there’s something in your eyes
That comforts me into believing
Maybe someone will want to read this
Maybe one day this paper will be sacred,
Protected by lock and key
So I’m careful to scratch out the shitty parts
Carefully crafting an art I don’t know,
Molding it in my hands
Making up rules as I go along,
But alone I think it’s easier that way
No mistake goes truly noticed under your own scrutiny
________
( Simpler )
You make me long for the clock
To stop in its tracks,
Rewind and go back
To a time when things were simpler.
When a hand was just a hand;
A smile nothing more.
But here we are,
Years beyond those earliest naïve interactions,
Still pretending like that’s the way the world works,
Still pretending like those remaining fragments
Begging for an outstretched fingertip
Could ever be stronger than the magnetic power of stares.
Still, I promise to hold tight to this feeling,
This wanting,
This indifference toward the eyes
For as long as it’ll have me.
I feel a little closer to all right with you by my side.
________
Somehow
Somehow
We’ve gotten farther
away than we’ve ever
been
Still falling from where
we stand right now
But I know your hand
could pull me back in
an instant
Somehow

Somehow I just know
That no matter what
hell we’re put through
No matter the miles that
separate us
Or the years that go by
Your arms will always
feel like home
Somehow I just know
Somehow I’ll continue
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To drive with my
windows down
Pretending this song
doesn’t remind me of
you
Pretending they don’t all
remind me of you
Every time you come to
mind
Somehow I’ll continue
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( Beauty )
I fucking hate it when you talk like
Every part of you isn’t perfect
Like the world has told you that eyes see beauty
Like you have allowed your mirror to deceive you
Every morning into not seeing what I do
Sitting alone in an empty room
cigarettes and whiskey
________
New
Ears ringing with welcomed bells
This is new
Fingertips yearning for fingertips
This is different
The look on the face that I’ve come to love
This is perfect
A devious smile
A knowing smirk
A cackle heard down the hall
A short-lived fairytale I refuse to put down
A self-constructed dream I refuse to wake up from
This is new
This is different
This is perfect
________
Bright lights
Bright lights behind new mornings.
A sun shielding sheet
styling shadows on the hardwood.
The warmth drips around us,
making sharp turns smooth—
bad intentions good.
The groove of the sidewalk
matches my steps
every inch memorized
by chunks of concrete.
________
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Moons
He sat by the window every night.
The first sight of the ball of light
Cast onto his shadow a new hope
For a new life.

And there you were,
Standing and fidgeting the way he did—
Laughing and watching the screens
With ears perked and eyes wider
Than the ones in the TV.

He wished everyday to live there —
To share his dream with you—
To follow the stars to the new moon.

So he sat in his bed every night,
Wishing and hoping for the day
When the moon would come
To take him away
And there would be no one left
But you
And him
And the stars that brought you together.

But the world is less than kind.
And he was less of kin,
More the kind of kid who stands
When he’s supposed to sit.
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‘ And now moments just scrape by . . . ’

Colorado, 2008
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( Time )
I tried my best to stop you.
I begged
and screamed
and pleaded
but still you went.
I tried my best to break you.
I stomped
And punched
But, undefeated, you churned forward.
Onward.
And now moments just scrape by
As months relax around me
Days move out
As decades move in
And still I cannot convince you to stop.
You mock me with every tick
I try my best to grab your hand
But you are too fast for me
Here I’ve discovered
That time has lost track of me
So hold tight to your watches
Midnight fades into winter
And—shit—that paper was due in September
Wasn’t it?

__________
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Fiction
Mackenzie’s fiction tended to be darker and more morose than she was. Her stories
include a budding friendship between two mental ward patients that ends with the suicide of one
of them; a six-year-old describing a car crash; and a first-person narrative from a ghost. Her style
is curt and spare. She describes a mental ward with: “The room is off-white and trying too hard.”
Her description of a car accident is: “A jump. A jerked elbow. An echoed scream. A honk. More
honks. Crunches. Cracks. Bangs. Screeches. Black tire marks and red everything else.” She
doesn’t shy from using strong language. It’s clear from these stories that Mack’s fiction is where
she put the more angry and fearful parts of herself—parts we didn’t see very much in her relaxed
and happy real-life persona.

She was happier than this.

__________
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For the record: This never happened. The closest she came was an injury-free fenderbender in Springfield, around junior-high age, with her dad driving.

Are We There Yet?
The world is a scarier place in the back seat of a car with the windows down, nervous
eyes on darkening clouds. I used to watch the green fly by, nothing more than a distorted and
unrecognizable blur. We’ve spent so much time on highways that my eyes have adjusted. Now I
can make out the yellow flowers and mile markers. I try to focus on the blue to the west,
shielding my face from the whip that my long braid has become in the wind. My father drives
with one hand out the window, the other idly tapping the steering wheel to the beat of whatever
must be playing on the radio. Not that I can hear it over the roar in my ears. He looks back at
me with a smile.
“Don’t you just love the
fresh air?”
I respond with a grimace,
adding a few mumbled words as I
look away. I see my mother’s eyes
shift to me in the rearview mirror,
a knowing smirk on her lips.
Shrugging, I return my gaze to the
clouds. Almost there.
I see a quick crack of light
out of the corner of my eye and
the six-year-old version of myself I
have been trying to contain since
we departed takes full reign of my body. My knees are pressed tightly to my chest before I can
question how they got there, my bottom lip pulled taught between my teeth. I count the
seconds carefully. One Mississippi, two Mississippi. When a noise doesn’t come, I relax. Just as
I shift my weight out of the sunken seat I should know to avoid by now, the clap of thunder I
had been so readily anticipating just moments ago rings in my ears. Six-year-old me lets out a
startled shriek.
A jump. A jerked elbow. An echoed scream. A honk. More honks. Crunches. Cracks.
Bangs. Screeches. Black tire marks and red everything else.
The right side of my body digs into the ground and my eyes land level to the ove rgrown
grass. Through the greens and yellows, I find blue on the horizon just as the rain starts to
come down.

__________
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Like a Ghost
The game was ending just as I heard the old, rickety minivan pull into the
driveway. I tapped my fingers on my bottom teeth, a nervous habit I never was able to
shake. My eyes darted from the window to the small screen, desperately hoping to
hear the buzzer before the front door. Three free throws and about ten minutes later, I
heard the garage door close and gave up hope. Just as the keys clanked on the granite
table in the dining room, I grabbed the remote, clicked the TV off and walked on light
feet to the door, closing it a little harder than I wanted to. The chatter downstairs
turned to a nervous silence and I made my way to my room as quickly as possible. I
was getting pretty tired of having to keep quiet all the time, covering my tracks
everywhere I went. They were always so damn uptight about the TV, like we were going
to lose brain cells or something. I think I get enough of that listening to them bitch
about paper towels and dishwasher soap. I sat in my bed for a while, staring at the
ceiling with crossed arms until I heard the door next to mine close.
“I can’t believe the Bulls pulled that one out.” Well, I wouldn’t need to look up
the last few minutes. Fucking thin walls.
The Dolan’s were my quasi-foster family/ fucked up housemates. We never
really nailed down a name. Josh and Jake were a few years younger than me, but
since we grew up together and they were pretty much all I had, we got along alright.
Even if I did have to endure all of their preteen bullshit. Their parents, Avery and
Elaine, may not have liked it when they called me their older brother, but I might as
well have been. I think it was good for the twins to have someone around, anyway. The
way their mom and dad put them in matching polo’s and sneakers was disgusting.
Without me, they’d have gotten their asses beat every day.
“Spoiler alerts, kid.” I gave Josh a light shove as I walked into the room.
“Shouldn’t be watching that shit anyway. The Bulls are garbage.” He spoke with
confidence, but walked around his brother with his head low, ducking my swinging
arms.
“Well mom wouldn’t appreciate the TV being on without her supervision, boys.
You know how important it is to follow the rules.” Jake never said an honest word in
his life.
Elaine would have lay down and died had she ever found out why her lovely
Jacob came home so tired most nights. Oh, baby go get some sleep, your eyes are beat
red. The three of us would always have a good laugh about that. Jake was usually
laughing the hardest.
I ended up just sleeping in their room that night. We talked for hours like we
usually did. Mostly about nothing. I slept through two alarms and two showers the
next morning, not even stirring when the top bunk creaked and footsteps on the
ladder passed right by my ears. I woke up to the smell of bacon. The neighbors must
have been having a family breakfast. I slammed the window shut and fell face first into
Josh’s pillow. Elaine was still downstairs when I finally rolled out of bed. As I walked
down to the kitchen, I saw her sitting at the dining room table, her back stick-straight
against the chair, a cup of coffee in her right hand, newspaper in her left and pointed
reading glasses perched at the end of her thin, sloping nose. It must have been a while
since me and the twins snuck out because I forgot to skip the bottom step. It growled
and creaked under my weight. Elaine let out a shriek and looked right at me. Not even
at me, really. More like through me. She stared for a long moment, her eyes wider
than I would have guessed was possible, her pupils huge and black. She looked
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appalling like one of those creepy possums Avery was always finding in the back yard.
I stifled a laugh.
“Sorry, sorry. Just me.” I threw my hands up defensively and walked down the
hallway. This didn’t seem to comfort her, but she eventually returned to her
newspaper. This is about when everyone started getting so goddamn sensitive around
me. Like I hadn’t lived with them my entire fucking life.
Eventually, Elaine left for work, though she was still looking pretty skittish
when she did. I blasted my music and raided the fridge, thoroughly enjoying having
the house to myself. Avery got back around four. I didn’t bother cleaning up the
crumbs on the couch or turning off the TV. He usually didn’t care. He gave me a
strange look as he walked in through the back door.
“What the hell?” He walked to the TV and clicked it off.
“Come on, I’m right here!” At my voice he jumped higher than Elaine had earlier
that morning. He brushed the crumbs off the couch—never taking his eyes off me—
before leaving the room nervously.
This kind of shit went on for a few weeks. Elaine would throw me a dirty look if
I was talking to one of the boys. Avery went around turning off every TV I was ever
watching. They got especially angry when they noticed the food and booze that went
missing. As if that couldn’t possibly have been Josh or Jake. I might not have been the
best kid to live with, but I thought I deserved a little more respect. Or at least some
kind of acknowledgement. So, initially, I was hurt. But a month of neglect and anger
fostered resentment. I grew mean. It was a crisp fall morning when I had finally had
enough.
I woke up early to the sound of rain beating on the siding. As I opened the
window, my favorite smell moved through the room. I took a deep breath and lay back
down with a smile. These were the only kinds of mornings I ever loved. Just as the
cool breeze and the music of rain and wind on the trees allowed me to drift back to
sleep, the door flew open.
“Fuck off, it’s early.” The words escaped me before I had the time to open my
eyes and see Elaine storming through the room with heavy footsteps and a furrowed
brow. She slammed the window shut and shivered like it was my fault she was in my
room. I stood up in protest. She ignored me as she wiped the three drops of rain off
the faux-hardwood linoleum, angry words on her breath.
“If anyone in this house would learn to close a goddamned window we wouldn’t
have this problem.”
“I’ll get it, okay?” She ignored me. I waved my hands at her face, but she
continued with her mopping and muttering. I let out a frustrated wail I’m still not
proud of. This got her attention, but I no longer cared for it. I threw the window open
and walked out the door. She was still screaming when it slammed shut behind me.
Apparently that was the final straw. The boys informed me that I was no longer
allowed to associate with them. I heard Avery and Elaine throwing out whispered
phrases like “solving the problem” and “bringing someone in.” No way in hell was I
seeing a shrink. I just stayed in my room making as much noise as possible. I
drummed loudly to my music and threw my basketball against the walls, always
leaving my door open, of course. Avery and Elaine averted their eyes when they walked
by. Josh and Jake threw me congratulatory grins and knowing winks. I assumed it
was temporary. Elaine would get over it like she got over the boys breaking the window
in her and Avery’s bedroom. Avery would forget anything had happened like he always
forgot everything that happened. Things didn’t calm down, though. Honestly,
everything just got a hell of a lot worse. Whispers turned into short, muffled screams
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as they passed by my room. Avery spent as much time as possible away from home.
Elaine’s eyes grew tired and grey. I remember not thinking much of Avery walking into
my room one morning and dragging his hands along the walls muttering to himself. I’d
dealt with so much at that point that it didn’t faze me. It wasn’t until late the next
night that I even understood.
The morning after the big ice storm, Elaine cracked. There must have been
something about the sleet on the window that made her lose it. Around noon, I heard
a voice I didn’t recognize. My ears perked up and I stood in my doorframe for a
moment, straining to make out words, before slamming the door and walking heavily
down the stairs. I sat on the steps and watched as Elaine and Avery did everything to
avoid eye-contact with the round, somber-looking man opposite them on the couch.
His voice was low and gravely. It made Elaine grimace every time he spoke.
“Listen, I get these kinds of calls all the time. More often than not, I’m able to
find the source of the problem and eliminate it. Now, that doesn’t mean this isn’t
serious. And it doesn’t mean it’s not labor intensive or that—” Elaine didn’t let him
finish.
“Oh, oh money’s not a problem here. We just want to know that our family is
safe.” Avery gave a half nod in agreement.
“Of course, ma’am. If that’s the case, then I can go ahead and get started.” He
stood up and grabbed his brief case at his side. “Which room was it, now?”
“First left at the top of the stairs.” I had grown bored throughout the conversation, but
this caught my attention. Fuck if they were going to go snooping around in my room. I
ran up the stairs behind him, sneaking in my door just as he was closing it. He looked
around with a chuckle and sat down on my bed, mumbling something under his
breath as he counted a wad of bills in his hand. I sat on the chair across from him. “I
didn’t say you could come in my room.” He ignored me and went about his business;
placing speakers by the door, laying out a blanket on top of my bed and grabbing a
small ball from his briefcase. I watched incredulously as he turned off the lights,
turned on the speakers and climbed into bed. Suddenly his deep growl came from the
far corner.
“I ask now that anything here make itself known.” His voice reverberated
through the room. He threw his ball against the wall. It made contact with a loud
crack. I heard Elaine shriek downstairs. “I am not here to harm you, but do not think I
won’t if you present yourself as a threat. I only wish to know why you remain in this
home.”
I watched in awe of the theatrics, laughing at what an ass this guy was making
of Elaine and Avery. For some reason, though, my palms were sweating and I surveyed
the room nervously. It’s not like I hadn’t broken out the ouija board when I was
younger, but this was different than moving a game piece and scaring the shit out of a
few 9 year olds. That was all fun and games. This guy just seemed like he was pushing
his luck. He let out a loud snore and rolled over in my bed. His breathing grew heavy
under the boom of his voice on the speakers.
“This home does not belong to you! Be gone, demon!” They must have found
this asshole on the internet. Why the hell was he even there? I’d never come across a
ghost before, and I’d lived there a pretty damn long time…
I’d lived there too long.
I remembered the boys being born. I was only three but I remembered it. No, I
could remember even further back. Moving in. Elaine and Avery must have been about
25. Fresh out of college and so much more eager than the slumped shoulders roaming
the halls for the previous month. No. No, I couldn’t have remembered that.
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I began to panic as I remembered so much more. I stood up and ran out of the
room. Elaine always kept our stuff in the filing cabinet downstairs. Proof of her perfect
family alphabetized and divided into neatly labeled folders. There was no sign of me
anywhere. No baby book, no pictures, no participation medals for grade school
baseball and basketball. As I shuffled through the portfolio of the entire Dolan family
history I saw absolutely nothing to prove I existed. At a second glance, I noticed that
there stopped being signs of Josh as well. Around third grade.
The twins are born. The twins learn to walk. The twins learn to talk. The twins
go to school. Jake goes to third grade. Jake goes to middle school.
No more God awful family photos either, with the matching white t-shirts and
fake smiles. There were no more fake smiles.
I slammed the cabinet shut and stumbled through halls, tearing all the pictures
from the walls. Still nothing. Like I was never even there. Elaine and Avery screamed
from the living room and the roar of the man’s voice upstairs still echoed through the
house, but I didn’t care. I made my way to the twin’s room and opened the door with
heavy eyes. They each sat in their beds, identically dressed right down to their worn
socks with the big right toe sticking through. How were they always fucking matching?
Always. I looked around the room.
One desk. One dresser. One pile of dirty laundry by the closet door. One book
bag that undoubtedly hadn’t been touched in weeks. I sat on the hard desk chair and
threw my head into my hands. The tears were cold on my fingers.
“You can’t tell him.” I nodded and looked at Josh with watered eyes.
“I know.”
I spent hours on that chair. Maybe even days. The man with the briefcase left
and Jake went downstairs with his parents. They picked up the pictures and replaced
them on the walls. Josh stayed with me as I sat, waiting for the dread to dissipate.
Eventually I walked with quiet footsteps to my room. Months passed and
whispers grew to quiet murmurs through the hallways. Avery stopped working late
and Elaine regained some of the vibrance she had lost. Things were almost normal as I
let the years slip by in silence. I watched Avery’s beard grey and his hair thin. I
watched as Elaine’s eyes grew tired and Jake’s stopped being bloodshot quite as often.
I witnessed their grief and their mourning, but also the closeness that it gave them.
The reminiscent smiles that it allowed. I laughed with Elaine and Avery as Jake made
it clumsily through the isles to meet his bride. I cried with Jake as Avery was lowered
into the ground. And then Elaine a year later.
I sit alone at Jake’s grave, now, and for the first time I know what it’s like to
sleep alone in a bunk bed that you used to share. I don’t know how he did it for all
those years.

__________
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Mack emailed this short story to her father Oct. 4, 2014 at about 2:50 a.m. Spain time three days
before her death, together with the short poem “Windfall Possibilities.” They were attached to an
email entitled “Schtuff,” which read in part: “So I’ve been writing/revising old writing because I
want to be in Truman’s literary magazine for the spring semester/think I might want to submit
my short story to other literary journals… Okay thank you I love you!”
Regarding the story, her father responded: “I love the structure of it, starting each section with a
quote and then expounding on the idea in the prose. I’ve never seen a structure like that, and it
really does work…” She didn’t respond to that email, which was sent about 36 hours before her
death, and it’s unclear whether she read it.

TITLE I HAVEN’T COME UP WITH YET
“It’s okay to be sad.”
The room is off-white and trying too hard; pretending to be safe and colorful at
the same time. You can’t have it all. The man in front of me has thick-framed
glasses and it’s hard to tell if he knows why they’re cool. He’s young, maybe 30,
but talks with a slow drawl. It’s unbearable. His lips move in slow motion. I can
almost see letters slipping off his tongue. I’m supposed to call him doctor, but
he doesn’t wear a white coat or have a stethoscope around his neck or a
perfectly silver pen in his front pocket. He does carry a clipboard, though. This
is not my fault, he tells me. My circumstance is extraneous, apparently. And
some other big words that I can’t remember. It was not me who found her.
Those were not my blood-stained jeans and Ranger’s tee-shirt. It was not my
blade. That last part is true.

>
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“I love you.”

I know because it’s the same one dad
uses as a screwdriver whenever the
vent in my room comes loose. He kept it
in the top drawer of the table on what
used to be mom’s side of the bed.
I think he’s talking again, but it
sounds far away. Behind a few closed
doors, maybe. Or in the back yard. The
window is closed and suddenly I’m
acutely aware of it. The air starts to
reek of disinfectant and mint gum. I tap
my foot to make it go away. It only gets
stronger. I drive my face into my knees
and slam the flat of my palms over my
ears. I can still smell it. I can still hear
him. I force my eyelids as close together
as they can go, trying to disappear.
________

I was five years old the first time
that I knew my dad was my dad. Before
then, he was just a strange figure
attached to mom, but one day she left. I
sat on the couch as she walked out the
door with a suitcase in her hand. He
followed her out, yelling words I don’t
remember with these same tears
running down his cheeks. He came
back inside after a while. The door
stood open for days. Finally, my father
closed it and approached me. I saw his
face clearly for the first time as he sat
me on his lap. Mommy was going on a
trip. She didn’t know when she would
come home, but she loved me. I tried to
believe him.
That was one long vacation mom
took. It wasn’t until I was ten that I
noticed her signature on the birthday
cards she sent me was the identical to
the one on my dad’s. She stopped
writing notes after that. My mother
could never find me when I disappeared.
I would wake up in my bed alone and
make my way down to the couch. She
was always fast asleep next to a bottle;
dad slouched next to her looking tired.
The mornings after I went away
were always the best. Dad decided he
needed to overcompensate. I never
remember where I go, but I can still
smell the pancakes that lingered in the
air every time I found my way back. I
would walk down the stairs to the
kitchen and plop myself on one of the
terribly pink paisley chairs around our
table. A heaping plate of pancakes and
sausage would appear before me. It was
as though nothing had happened. As
though there were not two or three
extra days crossed off the landscapes
calendar that hung next to the stove.
Sometimes there was a whole new
picture up. I would always examine it
closely; worried that this might be the
only chance I have to look.
_______

“We’ve got everything under control, sir.
He’s fine”
My father wears an oversized
leather jacket everywhere he goes. It
has a pocket on the inside where he
used to hide his cigarettes from mom.
He quit smoking after she left. Pitch
black eyes look down on me. The pillow
under my head turns hot and rock hard.
That same almost-white colors the
ceiling. I close my eyes and pretend it
isn’t there. When I open them, I see the
doctor’s glasses on the table beside me,
barely registering his slumped figure in
the chair. He rests his head gingerly in
the palm of his hand, eyes peaking
through fingers. The clock on the wall
behind him is an hour later than it
should be.
Dad pulls a dusty chair up to the
couch. We’ve been through this. I can’t
remember when but this has happened
before. Time and time again. He
reaches for my hand. The tears don’t
make sense to me.
________
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“Anything new this week?”

“I’m Darby.”

The chair is hard on my back,
the ground pushing against the soles of
my shoes, trying to launch me out of
the room. Nine pairs of eyes are too
many. I stare at the ground like
everything I’ll ever need to know is
written into the concrete. The kid to my
left raps his rolled up daily itinerary on
his knee nervously. From my other side
I hear teeth picking at nails and
suddenly I am enveloped by noise.
Heels clicking, toes tapping, a heavy
sigh from the round bald man who
hides his pills under his tongue. The
drumming fingers of the skinny girl
who is a new person every week. This is
the first time I have realized these are
my peers. Their ticks and nerves and
distrustful eyes are the same as mine.
It’s hard not to get to know folks
here. There are quite a few people who I
would consider acquaintances. Larry
sits with me at lunch. Always across
the table two seats from the left. He
watches his food intently as he eats, as
though it’s going to run right off his
fork. Mary stands behind me in line
because her last name is Yang. Mine is
Wood and there are no X’s. We
exchange smiles almost every day.
Sometimes she says hello.
Two eyes behind the clipboard
look worried for me, so I spit out my
memorized weekly synopsis and shoot
my eyes back down to the floor. A flash
of red cuts across the corner of my
vision. I whip around looking for the
source, but it’s gone as quickly as it
was there. Months in this place lead me
to believe it wasn’t really there at all.
The rest of the fifty minutes pass by
without interruption or interest. I stare
out the window and watch the sun
move slowly through the sky, nodding
every once in a while when I think I’m
supposed to.
________

I hadn’t imagined it. That flash of
red sits before me in the mane of a tiny,
bespectacled woman. Larry looks more
nervous than usual. His eyes dart from
the untouched plate in front of him to
Darby’s bright, infectious smile, and
then linger on the chair that sits
between them. She doesn’t seem to
notice him at all. Larry leaves in a rush
of napkins and heavy breaths. I don’t
think we’re friends anymore. I’m too
busy looking everywhere but Darby’s
eyes to really care. Though I guess I
don’t know if I would have cared under
any circumstances.
We eat in silence. I watch the
people around me as I shove the
rubbery pasta and green beans into my
mouth with satisfactory nods as if they
taste like something other than
cardboard. This is the first time I have
really seen the cafeteria. Larry and I
have an unspoken mutual agreement.
We eat with our heads down. This new
person is strange and confusing.
She studies me intently,
completely ignoring her food. I can’t
decide what to do with my eyes. I settle
on the middle of the wall just behind
her. There is a giant crack ripping
through the baby blue paint. I’ve never
noticed the colors in here before. My
eyes find hers on purpose this time and
I feel myself smiling. She returns it and
starts on her plate of food.
________
“You look really nice today.”
I look the same every day. We
wear matching drawstring-free grey
sweat pants and navy blue crew necks.
My hair is buzzed. Her wild mane and
perfectly square glasses are the same
too, but I return the compliment. It
turns out that Darby is the new person
in front of me in line because her name
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is Whittier. I like her much better than
Daniel White. She beams at me as she
looks around the room and remarks on
how wonderful everyone here is. They’re
all so kind and caring and have so
much faith in her, she says. She has
only had one person like that before,
apparently, but he is gone now. He
probably left like my mother, but I don’t
say that.
I listen to her in awe of how
much she has to say. Calverton is just
the greatest little town and the Grand
Canyon is even more beautiful than
everyone says. She just stood and
looked for hours, unable to keep her
eyes off. She says the world is full of
places like the Grand Canyon and she
wants to see them all. I don’t think I
believe her, but I want to come with
just to make sure.
Her rapid, non-stop words start
to slow and I sense a change in
direction.
________

could be more than a few years older
than me. Certainly they’re all new. To
their left, a striking woman with long,
pitch-black hair sits very close to a
lanky man with a scruffy half-beard.
It’s like I’ve never seen people happy
before. The whole room is full of them. I
look back to Darby and her eyes are no
longer wandering. They are fixed on me
and her usual grin has turned to a look
of somber interest. I allow her eyes to
hold mine as we eat, again in silence.
________
“We have a newcomer, so let’s give her a
warm welcome this afternoon.”
I’ve never heard someone talk so
much. There are ten of us. We’re
supposed to talk for about five minutes
each. It’s all carefully planned on the
piece of paper we get at breakfast each
morning. Today’s is green because it’s
Thursday. Darby doesn’t seem to have
read through it.
She tells everyone else about the
Grand Canyon, too. And about her road
trip to Alaska with her RV and her
friend who I don’t know is a boy or a
girl because Baylin isn’t a real name.
Her mother is an airplane pilot, so she
didn’t see much of her growing up. She
was raised by her father and people
think that’s why she doesn’t like
dresses and heels, but really she just
feels uncomfortable in them and
doesn’t understand why someone
would pretend to be taller than they
already are. You’re just lying to every
person you pass.
It’s four o’clock before anyone
else has the chance to speak. There are
a few groans, but I don’t think most of
us care. The doctor is scribbling notes
furiously as we all move quickly to the
door. It’s free time and if you don’t get
in there fast enough, there are no
couches left in front of the TV.
________

“What about you?”
There it is. I don’t know the
answer to her question and I don’t
know how to tell her that without
sounding like a loon. Though I suppose
that’s what we both are. I decide on a
half-hearted shrug and a sudden
extreme interest in what is being served
for lunch today. Mac and Cheese. I
pass Larry on my way to our usual
table. He sits alone at one of the empty
ones. I can’t help but feel somewhat
responsible. I want to sit with him,
across the table and two seats to the
left, just like he likes. Until Darby
walks by and nods her head for me to
follow. Larry is an adult, after all.
Darby studies the room as
though she is seeing it for the first time.
I follow her eyes and think that maybe I
am too. There is a table of fifteen or so
rowdy teenagers laughing and playfully
shoving one another. None of them
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Listening for the first time, I’m starting
to realize that he’s not all bad. He
thinks I’m crazy, sure, but he also
thinks that’s okay. I’m not crazy. Mrs.
Scrintor and Larry, now, they’re crazy.
And that’s okay, but I’m not crazy.
Dad always tells me that normal
is relative. If everyone was blue and
walked on their hands, the doctors
wouldn’t think they were nearly as
normal as I know they do. When I
explained this to Darby she understood.
She said that if she ever met someone
who wanted to be normal she would
send them here. I thought that was
pretty funny. The doctor didn’t. His face
turned very serious and he explained to
me that the situation of those of us
here is not a laughing matter. I know
that’s true. It was the first time I’d
laughed in months.
________

“He seems nice.”
The main lounge is warm and
friendly with a fireplace on the back
wall and deep brown chairs around
small, intimate tables. I hate it more
than the doctor’s rooms. The couches
are more comfortable and the walls are
a beautiful burgundy, but they are
faker than the beige I’m forced to stare
at for forty minutes a day. We’re
allowed visitors in here on Wednesdays
and Sundays from 1 to 4. Dad works
Saturdays so he doesn’t miss any. I’ve
never woken up to an empty chair
beside me.
Today we played chess. He’s not
very good and I don’t think he likes it
much, but he knows it’s my favorite. He
always smiles like he’s happy to be here.
I know he’s just happy I am. He asked
about the girl with the fire-red hair who
was grinning in our direction from the
corner of the room. She’s called Darby,
I told him. She’s new and from
Maryland and is very nice. He gave me
a coy, questioning smile. I shrugged as
nonchalantly as I could.
It’s 4:05 and she stands before
me with that same playful grin. This is
the first time I’ve noticed that I’m
almost always the only one in the
lounge for the full three hours. Most
people come and go every 45 minutes
or so. Some don’t ever come. Darby sat
alone in an oversized armchair by the
fireplace reading a book. She doesn’t
anticipate any visitors.
________

“So, why are you here?”
“I forget things.”
“You’re lucky.”
I know it’s not a real answer, but
it’s the best one I have right now. I
want to know what she means, because
I’ve never felt less lucky. I can’t ask her
now, though. Too much eye contact and
conversation. I become very focused on
the mashed potatoes in front of me and
pretend like I’m not incredibly curious.
She talks so fast I sometimes find
myself sentences behind, grasping at
every word trying to keep up. Today she
complains about the roast beef. It’s too
dry, she says. I don’t know what she’s
comparing it to.
________

“Are you feeling any better lately?”

“It’s been three weeks. That’s very
good.”

I’ve gotten better at this part. For
the first time I notice that the white
coat also has piercing blue eyes. I don’t
know how I ever missed them. His
words aren’t nearly as long as they
usually are and I hear most of them.

I nod.
“Why is that? Has anything
changed to make you feel better?”
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I shrug, but not for all the
reasons I usually do. I actually don’t
know the answer to his questions. Sure,
I feel different, but I don’t know why.
And I don’t know if it’s better.
________

or her road trip or her maybe-boyfriend
or the Grand Canyon. The food in front
of me sits entirely untouched, but for
the one bite that gurgles in my stomach
unsettlingly.
When I was nine, I lost two
months. Sixty days. The doctors say
that some people don’t come back from
that. When I woke up, my dad was
beside me. His beard the same scruffy
length it was before I disappeared. The
paper in his hand was old and he
hadn’t crossed any numbers off of the
calendar by the stove. Over the years,
he gave those days back to me one at a
time. If I went to bed angry or upset, I
woke up and there was a day missing.
Some extra time to sleep it off sounds
nice, he would always say. And that he
wished he could have that sometimes.
Like I was lucky. Like I have something
special.
He wouldn’t miss a visit. My ears
start to ring and I see Darby’s lips stop
moving. Her wide smile turns worried. I
can feel myself slipping out. I don’t stop
it, though. He’ll be there when I wake
up. He always is.
________

“You don’t like to talk much, do you?”
The crowd to the rec room
rushes by us as we stroll down the
hallway side by side. Nine of us just
spent another fifty minutes listening to
Darby. I saw all of them growing
terribly bored, but I was hooked on
every word. Boy can she talk. Today it
was about her sister. They we so close
when they were young. One time they
planned to run away together. They
packed clothes and sandwiches and
everything, but only made it to the back
yard. Got distracted by the swing set
their dad had made them. He passed
away just a few years ago. That got to
her and her sister really bad. She
hasn’t heard from her since.
I don’t think she really knows
what the group is for, but I don’t mind
listening to her tell her stories. When I
was very young, my mother used to
read to me. She had a slow, clipped way
of talking that made it impossible not to
listen. My favorite was always James
and the Giant Peach. I know what it’s
like to want to escape.
________

“Try to remember.”
This is always the first thing they
say, but it usually sounds more halfhearted than this. I open my eyes and
reach instinctively for the arm of the
chair next to my bed. There’s nothing
there. My throat closes as I grasp at the
rough fabric. The air feels thick and my
breath is sharp and short. My eyes are
glued shut, but I can hear them all
around me. Everything’s fine, they say.
Everyone’s okay, but I don’t believe
them and I don’t remember. I jerk back
from the hand on my wrist, but the cool,
smooth voice calms me. He got held up.
He’s very sorry. I know he’s not lying. I
nod.
________

“What do you call a fire engine that isn’t
red?”
Her words are soft and distant.
My father didn’t come today. I sat in the
best chair by the chess sets from one to
four, but he didn’t come. The doctors
didn’t get a call. Something must be
wrong. The cafeteria, usually that lovely
blue, has turned back to the dull grey
that preceded it. Darby’s words could
not be less interesting to me. I don’t
care about the fire engine or her sister
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because of what I’m saying or because
she’s just never heard me say so much.
I tell her everything. How she was going
to leave him. Just like my mother did.
She was done with him. Done with me.
I tell her about how I tried to warn him
and how he said they were fine. There
was nothing to worry about. And how
he caught her that night. Came home
early with flowers.
My voice cracks and I stare at
my hands. Darby looks into the fire.
Now I tell her about my dad. How
he's been broken too many times and I
couldn't stand to see it happen again.
So I opened the drawer, grabbed the
small silver blade and sat on the floor. I
closed my eyes and disappeared. When
I woke up there were cops and my shirt
was bloody and my dad was there. His
eyes were black. Like there was nothing
behind them. I think it killed him.
I stop very suddenly. I want to
say more; to explain, but the words
won’t come. My mouth just hangs open,
eyes to the floor. Darby still looks a
little scared and a little sad. She doesn’t
say anything, but reaches tenderly for
my shaking hands. We just sit like that
for a while. It’s a nice break from
everything and I don’t have to think.
________

"So, um, what happened?”
Darby wants answers. I guess
that makes sense. Only a few hours
were gone, but sometimes I forget that
it's not normal; that most people are
allowed to always remember. I shrug
and hope it's enough. The look on her
face says its not.
"I told you. I forget things."
"You said that’s why you're here, right?"
I nod. She looks hesitant.
"Well. What is it you forgot?"
This is the question I dread the
most. I usually tell people it's stupid. It
doesn't make sense. This time I dodge it.
"Why are you here?"
"I get really happy, and really sad."
"Well, we all do."
"They say it's not my fault."
I've never seen her so far back on
her heels. I grab her hand and see for
the first time the faint scars running up
her arm. She jerks away and pushes
down her sleeve. Her tray is untouched
as she stands to leave.
________
"Oh. Hi."

“The lasagna looks good today.”

She’s been hiding in the lobby.
The best chair by the fire like always.
Her hair is tidy and her eyes bright.
She looks like she's trying to be sad but
can't quite reach it.
"I know what I forgot. I mean
they told me."
"How do you know they're telling the
truth?"
"Because I forgot on purpose."
She looks curious and suddenly
scared. I don’t know why I want to tell
her. The doctors have been trying to get
me to talk for months. I trust her.
Suddenly the words are spilling from
my lips faster than I can think of them.
Darby looks shocked. I can’t tell if it’s

We haven’t talked about
anything real in two weeks, but she
sometimes pushes up her sleeves now.
And she doesn’t think she always has
to smile. We sit in the same seats that
we do every day and small talk about
the weather and yesterday’s meatloaf.
I’m starting to miss Larry. There’s been
something different about the group,
too. Like she understands that her time
only lasts five minutes. I feel kind of
bad about that because now she seems
lonely and quiet. And I think it’s my
fault.
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Today she fidgets and stabs at
her food with her fork. I’ve never seen
her so aggressive. Dodged eye contact
and vacant expressions have been
prominent in our lunchtime banter
lately, so the mint green piercing me
from behind her square frames makes
me nervous. I can tell that she wants so
badly to say something but won’t let it
slip. I ask if she is okay. I’ve gotten
much better at these sorts of questions.
Dad says I’ve made a turnaround. The
doctors agree.
She nods then shakes her head.
She stares at her plate. Very slowly and
very quietly, she tells me she’s stopped
taking her medicine. She can feel again,
but the voices are back and it’s been
very quiet lately. Very lonely. And she
remembers. I don’t know what. I didn’t
even know she had forgotten. But the
pain is written all over her face. It’s not
a good memory. A tear rolls down her
cheek and she asks me to follow her.
________

you go up too high and the ride down
pulls your stomach into your chest and
you think you’re probably going to die.
We’ve made our way to the roof
somehow. Darby says she comes here
to think. I don’t even know how we got
here and I’m too confused and out of
breath to wonder. She continues as she
stares over the railing. They were at a
place just like this and it was beautiful.
The skyline was lit behind them, the
statue of liberty barely visible on its
lonely little island. She swears it wasn’t
the drugs and it wasn’t the moment. It
was the first time she had ever been
happy. And the last. It was fleeting and
the lights were too bright, the high too
high, the fall far too long. He was only
trying to help, but she pushed. And he
fell. And it wasn’t her fault. The doctors
said so.
________
“Please.”

“We fell in love in New York.”

I’m paralyzed. My heart has
stopped and the world is over. My
father stands across from me, the
doctors lined behind him. Darby is gone.
I don’t remember her leaving, but she
said thank you and went. The sirens
down on the street are too late and too
few. My skin is crawling, but my body
is stiff and my eyes permanently frozen
as wide open as they go. I can’t even
feel the wind, but I can see everyone
else shivering. Dad holds me tighter
than he ever has. It’s as if he knows. I
try my best, but I know too. I use
everything I have to hold onto him one
last time. I close my eyes and there is
nothing. Just darkness. It’s not so bad.

Darby doesn’t follow the rules. I
don’t know where we are in the building,
but I’ve never seen it before and the
ceilings are very low. We walk up flights
and flights of stairs, both winded as she
tells me the story of her a Baylin. He
was a boy, and they didn’t just spend
the one RV trip together. For two years
they were inseparable. Young and
stupid, she says. Concerts and drugs
and booze. They helped her feel normal.
There was something freeing about
being in a whole concert hall of people
who also listened to things that aren’t
real. An entire arena of hallucinations.
It helped her stay up. And Baylin
was always there when she got low or
the voices were too strong. She says it’s
like a swing. When you’re going back
and forth, nice and easy, it’s fine. Until

__________
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Untitled
Have you ever lost someone you

<

were never supposed to? Someone
you can’t live without. Having to see

This is from the last file accessed on

them happy with someone who’s not

Mackenzie’s computer. It was dated Oct. 4,

you. Knowing that they don’t hurt

2014, at 3:10 a.m. Spain time, three days

every single moment.

before she died. It was appended to the end
of a few pages of screenplay dialogue. When
Mack’s father found it, he initially thought it

No. Couldn’t you just not see them

was a journal entry, and that it indicted

anymore? If it’s so hard…

she’d had a broken heart near the end. To
our relief, Mack’s friend and roommate

It doesn’t make it go away. It just

Meagan Banta-Lewis concluded the passage

makes it dull…empty. But when

wasn’t a journal, but merely another scene

you’re with them…when you’re with

for the screenplay that Mack and friends
were working on. “I don’t know of anyone

them, breathing their air,

that she was deeply interested in enough to

remembering why they were able to

have hurt her like this,” Meagan wrote. “I

hurt you like they did, then it’s like

know she tended to write with a lot of

every part of you is on fire…and you

emotion because sometimes it was hard for

can’t decide if you want to put it out

her to express it. She did tell me that she
definitely loved being single and that she

or pour gasoline on it. Because it

was not really interested in looking around.”

burns like hell, sure, but at least
you’re feeling something.

__________
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Culture & Music
Mackenzie was a music lover from early childhood, and by high school her tastes were
wide ranging. She liked the Beatles, three generations back, and enjoyed the modern pop hits of
Adele and Taylor Swift. She also explored folk and quasi-country music like The Avett Brothers,
and edgier stuff like rap and hip hop.
By high school and into college she was also a pop-culture connoisseur of movies and
television. Some of her obsessions were unapologetically goofy: the movie My Cousin Vinny, the
television shows South Park and Parks & Recreation. At the same time, she was interested in
more substantive offerings. Late interests included the clone drama Orphan Black and the cable
series Girls, both of which she studied as part of a growing interest in screenwriting.
Mack melded her interests in writing and pop culture at her student newspapers in high
school and college, where she wrote columns about television, film and music trends. In one
column for The Springfield High Senator, she mused at how much she’d seen happen in her high
school years in music, fashion, television and film. “There have been pop, hip hop, new-age rap,
old-school rap, alternative rock and hipster folk phases in music,” she wrote, noting also the
“let’s-see-how-comfortable-I-can-be-before-I-look-homeless” fashion trends.
In college, she also became a regular music reviewer for the Truman State University
radio station, KTRM (88.7 FM), writing for their website. “There is a certain type of song that
magically creates an insatiable need to roll down the windows of your car and scream every lyr ic
even if you only know the chorus,” she wrote in one piece. “It might not always be the best
music – it sometimes it’s even pretty bad, but this is the music that unites us all.”

__________
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Top Ten Songs to Scream at the Top of your Lungs
There is great music with amazing lyrics, music with really awesome beats and super artsy and unique music. What kind you
enjoy s completely a matter of taste. However, there is a certain type of song that magically creates an insatiable need to roll
down the windows of your car and scream every lyric even if you only know the chorus. It might not always be the best music –
it sometimes it’s even pretty bad, but this is the music that unites us all.
1. Bohemian Rhapsody – Queen
I have never met a single person who can hear this six-minute rock epic without bursting into song. It’s inevitable and is even
better when there are multiple people rocking out to it in a car so someone can sing every part and no one is allowed to leave.
2. Oops I Did it Again – Brittney Spears
Call this a “guilty pleasure” all you want but there are two kinds of people in this world – those who admit to jamming to this
whenever it comes on and liars.
3. No Scrubs – TLC
This song is like listening to the 90’s and not singing along to its impossibly awesome chorus should be against every law. Roll
down the windows let it all out, because you don’t want no scrub.
4. Hold On – Wilson Phillips
Here’s on that isn’t necessarily a conventionally “good” song, but when you hear it you can’t help but sing the three lines of the
chorus you know and mumble along to the rest.
5. Don’t Stop Believin’ – Journey
80’s rock ballads will never not be the perfect road trip music. With its up-beat music, super catchy lyrics and awesome notes that
everyone can totally hit, Don’t Stop Believin’ is an all-star screaming in your car song.
6. Sweet Caroline – Neil Diamond
The uncontrollable urge to scream BUM BUM BUMM during this song is overwhelming. It’s almost as if Neil Diamond has
taken over your body and you are no longer in charge of your actions. It’s awesome.
7. Livin’ on a Prayer – Bon Jovi
Whether it’s in the shower, a commute to work or just jamming out in you bedroom, Jon Bon Jovi knows how to make people
want to jump around on their bed and sing at the top of their lungs.
8. Tainted Love – Soft Cell
This cover is so 80s that it hurts. And it hurts so good. Synthesizers and ridiculous lyrics make this song get stuck in you head in
the worst possible way. You can’t help but drum along to this one.
9. Billie Jean – Michael Jackson
Michael is a great for so many reasons that don’t involve how much people like to sing along to his songs at the highest possible
volume. Billie Jean is just one of the many of his songs that are perfect for this list and every other list ever.
10. Say My Name – Destiny’s Child
Last, but certainly not least, is 90s girl-band awesomeness. Similar to “No Scrubs,” this is a rock out jam that makes you happy to
be a woman and you just can’t help but sing along.

— Mackenzie McDermott
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Album Review: Elton John’s “The Diving Board” –
Mackenzie McDermott
It is an undisputed fact that Sir Elton John is
a master of all things musical. With over 30 studio
albums, An Oscar, five Grammys and a Tony Award –
not to mention numerous other nominations – the man
is seriously accomplished. At 66, he still continues to
impress with a masterful hand as both a composer and
a singer in his newest album “The Diving Board.”
The album opens with signature, old-school
Elton John; just him, his piano and Bernie Taupin’s
lyrics. John’s voice has changed as he has aged, but he
still has a strong and unique sound that is easily picked
out of a crowd. His newest album has a lot of lyrics
inspired by historical events, including tracks like
“Oscar Wilde Gets Out,” which talks about the
writer’s time in exile and “The Ballad of Blind Tom”
about Thomas Wiggins, a blind slave who was a
prodigy on the piano. John does his fair share of storytelling on the piano as well in this very stripped down,
acoustic-sounding album.
The Piano Man is back after a six year
hiatus from recording solo, and he’s doing so with his
signature flare. This album is simple, but it’s clean,
well produced and very listenable, even without any
big catchy pop hits. Elton John’s more recent albums
have been criticized more heavily than his earliest
works because of a drop in his voice or repetitiveness
of the sound, but “The Diving Board” is truly a return
to form.

Album Review: “Magpie and the Dandelion”
– Mackenzie McDermott
The Avett Brothers have been around
making consistently strong music since 2000. With a
unique not-quite-country-not-quite-folk sound, honest
lyrics and strong vocalists and harmonies, the group
has put out seven well-received full length albums
prior to their 2013 release. In “Magpie and the
Dandelion,” they bring forward their tried and true
sound, with a lot of bluegrass-style guitar and
harmonies, but this album falls a little short of the
group’s earlier triumphs, especially their 2009 release
“I and Love and You” and their most widely
acclaimed release, “Emotionalism.”
Though The Avett Brothers never fail to
come through in terms of sharp instrumental and vocal
sound, their newest outing feels a little too clean for
the typically raw, powerful band. The opening song –
and a highlight of the album – “Open Ended Life”
feels like nothing but The Avett Brothers, from the
gritty lead vocal, to the harmonies right down to the
honest, soul-baring lyrics. “I spent my whole life
talking to convince everyone that I was something
else” croon the brother’s in the chorus. The album
slows down significantly after the strong opener and,
while still very listenable, loses a lot of the bite that
fans of the band have come to know and love. By the
ninth song on the 11-track album, the redundancy of
the pace gets old. “Vanity,” the 10th song, picks up the
pace with a “Kick-Drum Heart” style wailing vocal,
but it’s not enough to save a generally one-note album.
As a big Avett Brothers fan, this is a good,
clean album that I’ll probably find myself listening to
on a regular basis, but it is not, by any means, one of
their most impressive albums. Those who have been
following them from their earliest outings will
probably fall in love with the brand new, vocally and
musically strong songs that “Magpie and the
Dandelion,” presents, but those just discovering the
group might be bored.
__________
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Top Ten Summer Songs
1. “Walking On Sunshine” – Katrina and the Waves
Up-beat, incessantly catchy and an absolute classic summer song that you can’t help but sing along to with the windows rolled
down.
2. “Hot in the City” – Billy Idol
Billy Idol’s quintessential sound and lyrics about lust in the city on a hot summer night is impossible to forget and makes for a
perfect summer anthem.
3. “School’s Out” – Alice Cooper
Anyone who pretends like they weren’t singing this at the end of every one of
their years in school is just plain lying. Let’s all scream this at the top of our
lungs during finals week.
4. “Those Lazy, Hazy, Crazy Days of Summer” – Nat King Cole
A more laid back and chill song than the previous ones, Nat King Cole made
what sounds almost like a Christmas song about how amazing the summer is.
Sing along with Nat King Cole about the days of “soda and pretzels and beer.”
5. “Summer Nights” – John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John
Classic, iconic and so catchy, this Grease duet is a perfect sing-along and an
anthem for crazy, teenage summer love.
6. “Good Day Sunshine” – The Beatles
Mostly just about how happy the sun makes Paul McCartney, but when is there
more sun than in the summer. The perfect song for when the sun is starting to be too much for you and you want to think
positively about the summer heat.
7. “Surfer Girl” – Beach Boys
Virtually any Beach Boys song could make this list, but there’s something about the slowed down harmonies of the band that
make this song stand out as the most feel-good summer song of them all.
8. “Summertime” – Janis Joplin
There are about a million versions of this song, but Janis Joplin’s unique, scratchy and soulful voice that you can’t help but fall in
love with.
9. “Summer of Love” – The B-52s
Classic 80s pop synth drums and lyrics about orange popsicles and lemonade—what else could you possibly want out of a
summer song?
10. “Summer Night City” – Abba
Disco-y, up-beat and oh, so Abba, “Summer Night City” is the ultimate topper to this list of summer-fueled anthems.
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about a woman with a vengeance, refusing to take
anything from anyone and owning up to her talent.
“I’m an undefeated bastard/ My tongue is the f***ing
rapture” is one of her more impressive boasts.

Top 10 Girl Power Songs
There are a lot of popular songs floating around right
now that degrade and objectify women. With
Women’s History Month drawing to a close, it’s
important to remember all the songs that empower
women instead.

6. Shania Twain – “Man! I Feel Like A Woman”
Shania Twain’s big hit not only ridiculously is catchy,
but it’s got some pretty awesome lyrics as well. “We
don’t need romance, we only want to dance.” It’s
pretty great someone got the nation singing about how
great it is to feel like a woman.

1. Aretha Franklin – “Respect”
No one deserves more respect than Aretha—and no
one demands more. She literally spells it out for you.

7. Alicia Keys – “Girl On Fire”
“Girl on Fire” was a pretty big hit in its own right, but
the fact that the song brings to mind a very strong pop
culture heroine (Katniss Everdeen from “The Hunger
Games,” the girl on fire) while being belted by another
puts it on this list. The chorus is so strong and
powerful you can’t help but yell along.

2. Destiny’s Child – “Independent Women Part 1”
Not only is this old-school Beyoncé funk, but she and
Kelly are rocking out about being hard-working,
money-earning women who need no man to lean on.
And if “try to control me, boy, you get dismissed/ Pay
my own fun, oh, and I pay my own bills” aren’t lyrics
young girls should be singing, I don’t know what are.

8. P!nk – “So What”
Pretty much every song P!nk ever has produced could
go into this category, but this one packs an especially
powerful punch. P!nk still is a rock star no matter
whether she has a man or not and she lets the world
know.

3. Beyoncé – “Run The World (Girls)”
Beyoncé is the epitome of a strong, self-sufficient
woman — and she manages this even while married to
one of the most powerful men in the music industry.
“Run the World” is the perfect example of Beyoncé
singing out for other women to realize just how truly
awesome we are.

9. Lesley Gore – “You Don’t Own Me”
This one is pretty self explanatory — “You don’t own
me, I’m not just one of your many toys.” It’s jazzy and
super cool.

4. TLC – “No Scrubs”
Another classic 90’s trio takes on themes of strong,
empowered women refusing to settle for less than they
deserve. Not only is it one of the absolute best songs
to blare in the car with your girlfriends, but the lyrics
are awesomely fierce. I mean, “I don’t want your
number (no) / I don’t want to give you mine and (no) /
I don’t want to meet you nowhere (no) / I don’t want
none of your time.”

10. Spice Girls – “Wannabe”
Oh, the Spice Girls, in all their 90s Brit-pop glory
really know how to lay it out. My generation’s original
“ovaries before brovaries” anthem is laid out by the
band in the catchiest way you could possibly think of.
Come on — “If you wanna be my lover, you got to get
with my friends” still is in our heads almost two
decades later (What? It’s been two decades? That’s
terrifying).

5. Angel Haze – “Werkin’ Girls”
Angel Haze probably is the best rapper you’ve never
heard of. Not the best female rapper or Native
American rapper. Just the best rapper you’ve never
heard of. This song in particular is just
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Adele in 2014

which was released in 2011. She has

After three years of hiatus

said in the past that she wants to

following the birth of her son, Adele is

branch into different genres like blue

poised to come out with her third studio

grass and blues in order to create a

album sometime this year. Though the

more rounded sound to her typically

details are still murky and she remains

slow, powerful ballads.

tight lipped about the subject of a

Regardless of whom she works

release date, the album is set to hit

with or when she releases it, there’s no

shelves by the end of the year. The

doubt that Adele’s 2014 album will

growth that she showed in the two years

create quite a splash in the music

between her debut and sophomore

industry, despite her hopes for a quite

album leave people excited about the

release.

potential for new leaps into and between
genres. The multi-Grammy and
Academy Award winning singer has
become one of the most renowned
modern recording artists because of her
unique voice and honest lyrics and the
buzz surrounding her newest project is
insatiable.
The album will presumably be
called 24 or 25, going along with the
theme of her album titles reflecting her
age while making them. Adele has said
that she hopes to write, record and mix
the record entirely on her own so she
can play around with her sound. The
long hiatus and her hands-on approach
could lead to an even more impressive
album than critically acclaimed 21

— Mackenzie McDermott
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Top Ten Breakup Songs
Some songs inspire us, some make us want to drive all night and sing at the top of our lungs, some make us think, some
make us smile. Then there are the ones that make us want to turn off all the lights and cry into a tub of ice cream. These
are the songs that comforted us in our times of need and eventually helped us get over our worst break-ups.
1. So Sick – Ne-Yo
Ne-Yo managed to give us a song that reflects our exact feelings during a breakup. We really are just so sick of love
songs, but strangely enough aren’t mad about this one.
2. Landslide – Fleetwood Mac
Fleetwood Mac knows just how tug at your heartstrings in a very real way. A song about the wonder of love right
before it goes away is custom built for post-breakup blues.
3. Ain’t No Sunshine – Bill Withers
Not only does his voice croon in a way that makes you just a little bit happier about your situation, he hits the nail on
the head with lyrics that speak to the broken hearted.
4. Since You’ve Been Gone – Kelly Clarkson
This song is less about drowning sorrows and more about empowering freshly single people. Here is a song that you
can listen to when you’ve finally put away the ice cream and sweat pants and decided you are better off.
5. Irreplaceable – Beyonce
This is another “I’m over you, now lets party” song that is perfect for a post-breakup girls—or guys— night out.
6. Love Stinks – J. Geils Band
Not only is there something very cathartic about blaming your pain on love instead of an individual, but the slow, high
nature of this tune makes it all the more prefect. It has gotten us and a number of fictional characters through many a
break-up.
7. I Can’t Make You Love Me – Bonnie Raitt
Another theme of unrequited love, this one is much more somber than it is angry. It speaks to the soul of love-struck
teenager getting over a first love.
8. You Oughta Know – Alanis Morissete
Alanis Morissete takes more of a burn-your-clothes, beat-up-your-new-girlfriend approach to a breakup in this eerie,
angry ballad. Some might call it craziness, some call it justice.
9. Goodbye To You – Michelle Branch
For this one, my head jumps right to an epic, cry-your-eyes-out breakup scene in Buffy the Vampire Slayer, during
which Michelle Branch is performing live in the show. I’m sure that it could help mend many real-life hearts as well as
it did for a few fictional characters.
10. I Found A Boy - Adele
Every song Adele has ever written is breakup play list material, but there is something about the strength in this one
that makes it stand out. Saying no and refusing to “settle for wrong and ignore the right” is just what a wounded heart
needs to hear.

— Mackenzie McDermott
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Review – Lea Michelle’s Louder
Lea Michelle, arguably Glee’s most impressive Broadway talent, is trying her hand at pop music
in her debut studio album Louder which was release on February 28 th by Columbia Records. The attempt is
valiant, but somewhat misplaces the immense potential of a very talented vocalist. Michelle began her
Broadway career at eight with a small role in Les Miserable. She also earned spots in Ragtime and Fiddler
on the Roof before originating the lead role of Wendla Bergmann in Spring Awakening.
Lea then began to move away from Broadway after getting the role of Rachel Berry, Glee’s
original leading lady. The show has been a massive success and has brought Michelle into a more
mainstream, pop outlet than she had during her runs in theater. Louder is the first jump the actress has made
to the solo side of pop music. She’s appeared on a number of Glee’s albums, in which she sings covers of
everything from Katy Perry to Barbara Streisand, but this is her first attempt at building a cohesive pop
catalog, and it shows.
While the vocals on Louder never falter—Michelle sounds consistently strong and significantly
more impressive than most pop singers on the radio—but the lyrics don’t match the big voice singing them
and the production is thin. The album certainly has a cohesive lyrical theme, often focusing on the harsh
reality of losing love, but the idea is very heavy-handed and obvious as well as repetitive. The album’s
single and opening track is among the most offensive in the bunch and left me with a bad taste in my mouth
for the songs that follow. Apart from being wholly boring and not nearly catchy enough to be a radio hit,
Cannonball wants the listener to understand that Michelle wants to break out of her life by “fly[ing] like a
cannonball,” which is nonsense writing.
It doesn’t get much better a couple songs down the line, either, with Michelle crying “I don’t
wanna go to heaven / if you’re going to hell/ I’ll burn with you” on the album’s third track, Burn With Me.
Flimsy, cringe-worthy lyrics and boring production are only made slightly more listenable by Lea
Michelle’s voice, which shines through a lot more on the second half of the album, if you can get there. The
back half is more ballad-heavy, and therefore much more suitable to the vocals of the artist. The production
and tempo of Battlefield and Empty Handed do the most to serve Michelle’s voice and give her a platform
while also weaving listenable lyrics and a big backing track.
Michelle may have the capacity to be a pop princess if she teams up with the right line of writers
and producers, but the genre will never do her voice any favors. As a trained singer and actor, it’s
interesting that she wouldn’t choose a more suitable genre for her first foray into solo work. Diving head
first into electo-pop infused inspiration is a strange first step, and one that may cost her some fans. You c an
really feel the talent and hard work in this album, but knowing that it’s stifling a potentially awesome
project in some other vein of artistry makes it harder to listen to. While no worse a showing than a number
of other mainstream pop albums this year—and leagues above some—Louder isn’t a fun listen and it’s not
one that will bring you back for more. 4/10
- Mackenzie McDermott
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Album Review: Janelle Monae’s “The Electric Lady”
September 16, 2013

Score: 9 out of 10
Good old-fashioned, funky, groovy crooning has faded to the background and been replaced by a more
electronic sound since the late nineties. Janelle Monae might just change that with her newest album titled
“The Electric Lady,” which comes complete with a full orchestra overture, a sexy duet with Miguel and
guest appearances by the likes of Grammy-Awards winner Esperanza Spalding and Prince.
Monae is an accomplished musician with two E.P.s and a critically acclaimed debut album under her belt.
Best known in the mainstream music scene for her collaboration with Fun. in the summer anthem “We Are
Young,” Kansas-born Monae has worked as a composer, a model, a producer and a dancer apart from her
forays into music. While reception of her debut album “The ArchAndroid” was universally positive, she
was criticized for the emotional distance in the lyrics, as she told the story of an alter-ego. She doesn’t hold
back like that on this album, starting off with the up-beat, funky “Givin’ em What They Love” featuring a
verse by the incomparable Prince.
Each song blends seamlessly into the next, broken up only by interludes of sound bites from a radio host
commenting on everything from race to politics to sexuality. The divisions make the album play like one
continuous radio show, but that’s not to say that the songs all sound the same. On the contrary, the way
Monáe manages to morph flawlessly from high tempo dance anthems like “Q.U.E.E.N” and “Electric
Lady” to the slow jam of a love song that is “Primetime” without skipping a beat is a testament to her range
as a performer.
“The Electric Lady” is primarily an album about love: unreciprocated love, taboo love, love at first sight,
love of dance, etc. “I wanna scream and dream and throw a love parade. Is that okay?” croons Monae in
“Primetime.” Raw tenderness like this hasn’t been seen before in her music. The added emotion really
brings her a step up from where she was on her first full-length album and adds a whole new level to the
already polished music. R&B has morphed and changed over the years, for both the good and the bad.
Monáe creates a modern take on old-school soul and adds an orchestra. The outcome is an incredibly
cohesive, innovative and impressive sound.
— Mackenzie McDermott
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KTRM Radio / Truman State
Album Review: Lykke Li – I Never Learn
Swedish electro-pop singer Lykke Li has made a small, but critically acclaimed name for herself
in her first two studio albums. Her haunting voice and honest, often eerie lyrics create a unique sound that
can’t quite be matched. In her latest album, “I Never Learn,” she employs that same style, but her lyrics are
less biting and the album often comes across as flat and a little one-note.
Lykke Li’s third studio album is very reminiscent of her trademark, ethereal sound, with soft synth
beats under her almost ghostly voice. Though the album is an extremely cohesive story of love and loss,
each song seems to meld into the next until it becomes hard to tell if you’ve moved on to the next or looped
back to the one you were just listening too. Where her fabulous sophomore album “Wounded Rhymes” has
driving drums intermingled with softer, waif-like backing music, “I Never Learn” only utilizes the latter.
Because of the repetitive style of the album, some songs that might
otherwise be impressive fall flat.
Even with the somewhat lackluster sound, Lykke Li remains strong
in her use of theme and creation of a story through her lyrics. Though
certainly less biting than “Love out of Lust” or “Get Some” from her second
album, “I Never Learn” has a clear lyrical message. “My one heart hurt
another, so only one life can’t be enough” she sings in “No rest for the
Wicked,” one of the stronger tracks on the album. This sentiment is reflected
throughout the rest of the record—the idea of lost love is one that comes
through very strongly.
While not as strong as her sophomore album, “I Never Learn” is a
solid, listenable and impressive album—one that you could pick up for a
second or third spin and find something new. On the whole, Lykke Li makes a good third impression.
Album Review: Lissie’s “Back to Forever”
Lissie’s second studio album comes off of her critically successful debut “Catching a Tiger” which
was released in 2010. Three years later, she has come back with another strong album to prove that she’s a
stand-out in the abundant but often boring singer-songwriter genre. The 30-year-old Midwesterner has been
active in the business since 2006, working her way into mainstream fame with energetic and honest live
shows. Her live cover of Kid Cudi’s hit “Pursuit of Happiness” made waves on the internet a few years
back. Her real talent, though, is her honest lyrics, silky voice and a knack for catchy choruses.
“Back to Forever” is a strong showing after a short break for Lissie. She shows a wide range of
abilities with songs ranging from the up-tempo opener “The Habit” to the slower, piano-heavy “They All
Want You.” Lissie shows off her smooth, silky vocals in the stripped down intro of “I Don’t Want to Go to
Work,” the sixth track on the 12-song album. As she hits the chorus, though, she picks up the pace and
leads the rest of the song nicely into the interesting back half of the album.
Lissie hits more pop notes on this album than she did on her debut. “I Bet on You” plays a lot like
a radio pop hit, with heavy drums and synth guitar. The last six songs sound like Lissie experimenting with
her sound, with the exception of the closing song and title track “Back to Forever,” which features soft
guitar, piano and Lissie’s simple and strong vocals.
Lyrically, this album doesn’t disappoint. “Back to Forever” is very much about the past; making
the most of it, learning from it, reliving it. “Time lapses, years just drift away, but I always said that I’d
come back someday to be laid down” she laments in the chorus of the
final song. Themes of regret and feeling lost permeate through the
entire album, making it feel cohesive even when the tone of the music
changes.
Lissie has been around for a long time making interesting and
listenable music, and her newest outing proves that she is a standout in
her genre. With the experimenting she did with a more pop sound,
though, she could be popping up on the pop charts more often than she
has in the past. Honest, introspective lyrics, impressive piano and
guitar skill as well as an extremely strong voice make Lissie a triple
threat who is consistently making good music. “Back to Forever” is
definitely worth a listen, as is “Catching a Tiger.”
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KTRM Radio / Truman State

This Week in Music History
On St. Patty’s day, 1957, Elvis Presley bought the now famous Memphis
mansion that that would come to be known as Graceland to fans of the king of
Rock and Roll. Presley lived in his Tennessee home for the better part of his career
until he was found dead by his girlfriend, Ginger Alden, twenty years after
purchasing the estate. Presley’s deteriorating health due to drug abuse was widely
acknowledged by his fans and thousands of them flooded Graceland during an
open casket service.
When Elvis bought Graceland, the Rock and Roll fever was just
beginning its up-rise and the star’s more humble family neighborhood was
becoming overwhelmingly populated by rabid fans. Elvis began appearing on
national television in his initial commercial breakout, causing quite a controversy
with his sexual dance moves and liberal viewpoints. The “Leave it to Beaver”ness of the 50’s had fathers and housewives terrified of the new sex symbol their
children were listening to and watching.
Elvis Presley changed the face of music and popular culture alike with his
influential musical and performance style and his prolific acting career. The three-time Grammy winner
and Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee is still loved, mourned and impersonated all over the world. His
Tennessee home his now a national historical landmark and one of the most visited private homes in the
country. Graceland still gets more than 600,000 visitors and year touring the grounds where the king lived
for his formidable years and paying respects to the on-site grave in which he is buried.

This Week In Music History
AC/DC is recognized as one of the most prolific and
respected band in Rock and Roll history. They began their rise
to fame on February 17, 1975 with the Australian release of
their debut album High Voltage. The band’s first effort was a
good one, selling 350000 albums—a strong number for an
album that was only released in Australia. The international
version was not released until a year later.
Bon Scott, the band’s original front man, lead vocalist
and co-songwriter, was a major reason for their success and is
considered one of the greatest in music history. Five years after
the release of their debut album—almost to the day— and in
the midst of their rise to international fame, Scott was found dead in the car of a friend. February 19, 1980
nearly marked the end of the renowned band. Had the group disbanded, they wouldn’t have gone on to
make nine more albums and eventually be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame as the fifth bestselling band of all time.
Instead, the band decided to look for a new front man. They found one in Brian Johnson, who
rounded out songwriting and helped them finish Back in Black, the album they were in the midst of when
they lost Scott. The group enjoyed years of success and became one of the most recognizable names in
music. Since 2011, AC/DC has talked about the possibility of continuing to add to their prolific repertoire
with a modern tour or a new album. Given their standing in the music community, there is no doubt that
people would be listening.
— Mackenzie McDermott
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One of Mack’s final selfies, from Burgos, Spain, September 2014.
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Orphan Black analysis. Mack had this file open on Oct. 3, 2014, 10:35 p.m.
Spain time (three days before her death and apparently the last time she was on
her word processor program). The topic was the eerie sci -fi series Orphan Black,
about which she was obsessed when she last visited her parents in St. Louis,
insisting on staying up all hours watching it with her dad
Reason number 8415651 that Orphan Black is important to me: female
sexuality exists, it is not shameful and it comes many different forms.
I’m gonna come at this mostly from Cosima and Sarah because they are
the most sexual in canon (which is ironic because we’ve seen Alison and Rachel
sex scenes and not a Cosima one).
Cosima, to me, is the most sexual (and sensual, don’t forget sensual) of
the clones. She feels the world as she walks through it—touching it, molding it,
shaping it. Cosima learns the world with her hands; it’s the only way she knows
how. So it makes all the sense in the world that she would learn people this
same way. Even the simplest of moments like a hug or a hand around a waist is
Cosima’s way of talking to the people she loves—not just rambling about
science or making a quick witticism, but actually saying something important.
Just look at that scene with her and Delphine on the couch in the lab. She’s
saying I love you way before it actually slips off her tongue. She’s saying it in
the way her body is draped across Delphine without any reservation; in the way
her hand traces veins and jaw lines. Even as she is saying the words “I have
enough dirt on you to destroy your career,”—which she means in a very real
way—she is telling Delphine that she loves her. That’s why her sleeping with
Delphine the first time they kiss makes sense and why, in my headcanon,
Cosima sleeps with most of the people she thinks she might someday find
herself loving. It’s also why she doesn’t feel the need to identify her sexual
orientation with any sort of rigidity. Cosima loves people, and sex is one of the
ways she learns them, it’s how she figures them out; it’s how she talks to them.
And there is nothing wrong with that. And that is totally rad and a 100%
acceptable way to exist in the world.
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Sarah, on the other hand,
doesn’t learn people when she
sleeps with them—not usually—she
hides from them. I’ve seen a lot of
people say that Sarah uses sex as a
weapon, but I totally don’t vibe on
that. That’s Rachel’s MO, not
Sarah’s. For Sarah, sex is a defense
mechanism. It’s a way to hide from
whatever it is she’s running from at
a particular moment. And she’s
almost always
running. She fell
in with Vic
because she was
running away
from her
responsibility as
a mother. She
jumped Paul
because she was
running away
from Vic and his
prying questions.
She gave in to Cal because she was
running from Dyad and her
mistakes and the shitty situation
she had gotten herself, Kira and this
poor guy into. That’s not to say she
doesn’t want to have sex with the
people she sleeps with. On the
contrary, I think she does it exactly
because she wants to. She wants to
stop running and be in control of
something for once. She wants to
stop and enjoy something, even if
it’s fleeting. Even when there are
feelings behind her sex with Paul,
it’s still her hiding, slowing,
stopping. They’re lying in bed and
she’s happy because she’s not
running anymore. As soon as Paul
mentions Dyad and Rachel, she’s
pissed because he’s making her pick
up speed again. She sleeps with Cal
in spite of herself. She’s hesitant not
because she doesn’t want to, but
because she knows that this is one
time she should probably keep going.
She’s running from something real

now. Sarah sleeps with people
because she likes sex. And because
it allows her to slow down and catch
her breath for once.
And there is nothing wrong
with that. And that is totally rad and
a 100% acceptable way to exist in
the world.
Alison and Helena are the
least sexual of the group. Alison
because she is reserved and has
never done the nasty, thank you
very much, Helena because she a)
has never had the opportunity to a
have a sexual, romantic, platonic or
any other type of relationship
because b) she was abused, tortured
and taught to hate not to love.
Alison is all about control. The world
must know that she is in control of
her life and that everything is
perfectly fine why do you ask. She
only ever unbuttons when she’s
giving in to her vice. But even drunk
Alison isn’t sexual. She’s not
composed, by any means, but she’s
not sexual. The most sexual we ever
see Helena is when she’s dancing in
the club with a severed tail in her
hand and when she’s making out
with Jesse. In conclusion: Helena’s
sexuality is strange, feral, and
completely unabashed. Which is
totally in line with who she is.
Helena and Alison aren’t sexual
people. Sex is a background aspect
of their lives—one that exists, but
isn’t terribly important to them.
And there is nothing wrong
with that. And that is totally rad and
a 100% acceptable way to exist in
the world.
I’ve written a whole bunch of
things about Rachel but I think I’m
gonna just lock those away for a
Rachel-centric post because her
sexuality exists outside of her one
sex scene, sure, but I don’t want to
promote non-consent by saying it’s
a reason I love this show. Rachel is
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a sexual character in other ways,
like Cosima and Sarah, but the only
sex we get from her is sexual assault
of a person being blackmailed to be
her subordinate. So I’m just gonna
leave that there and say that powerplay sex is
hot and
totally cool if
all parties
involved are
consenting
adults who
feel safe to
say no. Paul
was not a
consenting
adult, nor
was he in
any position to say no which is not
rad and a 0% acceptable way to
exist in the world.
I love that Orphan Black
allows its female characters to be
sexual and doesn’t demonize them
for it. Sarah isn’t a slut for sleeping
with Paul or Vic or Cal or for
wearing short shorts. Cosima is not
a slut for sleeping with Delphine
before they have a proper date.
Alison is not a prude for not
dressing in sexier clothes or having
sex more often. These women are
people with complex, multifaceted
lives. I love that the show lets them
have sex and be sexual without
apologizing for it and I also love that
the show doesn’t pretend like that’s
all there is to them. Most of the
depictions of female sexuality that I
see exist in very strict binaries, yet
these binaries completely contradict
themselves on a regular basis. We
see women shamed for being virgins
then change the channel and people
are shouting slurs about a woman
having too much sex. Media doesn’t
seem to understand that women
have sex and, like, do other stuff.
They’re brilliant scientists, mothers,

teachers. And they also have sex
Orphan Black knows this. And
Orphan Black also knows that
women have sex for a whole host of
different reasons! And here I
thought we only had sex because a
man asks us to. I know there are
other shows out there that have
good, important female sexuality
being represented on screen, but
Orphan Black is the only one with
enough female characters for it to
really stand out that they know
what they’re doing. Women are not
caricatures; we are not easily put
into one of two convenient boxes.
We have differing motivations and
ideology about a whole lot of things.
One of those things is sex.
Rachel is a whole other bag
because the only thing we’ve seen of
her sexuality, besides that she was
sleeping with Daniel, is terribly
uncomfortable and not a positive
image of female sexuality. But
Rachel is not supposed to be a
positive image for the audience, and
the scene is in line with everything
else we know of her. Rachel is
always grasping for power that she
pretends to have. We see in multiple
breakdowns that she is always close
to faltering and showing the world
who she truly is and how powerless
she truly feels. So it makes sense
that she would have sex (though I
have trouble classifying what
happened with Paul as sex given
that it was sexual assault but, I’m
sort of just assuming this is how
she has sex even when it’s
consensual) for power and
dominance. Even in something that
is supposed to be vulnerable and
open, she must not let her guard
down. And that’s all I’m going to say
about Rachel because I really really
don’t like that scene or the fact that
it’s never brought up again and that
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no one seems to talk about it or care
that she raped Paul. Buuuuut sex
for power/control/dominance is
totally rad and a 100% acceptable
way to exist in the world if your
partners are consenting adults and
you are in a safe space where
everyone feels comfortable to say no
if they aren’t into it.
Now Rachel is a little trickier
because her sexuality is all over her,
sure—in the way she holds herself,
the way she walks, the way she
speaks. But there is only one sex
scene we have with her and it is, to
say the least, um, super
uncomfortable and pretty, very
rapey. Rape. Not rapey. Rachel
sexually assaulted Paul. I don’t
think enough people in the fandom
are talking/thinking/upset about
that. Buuut we weren’t supposed to
like it. We were supposed to be very
uncomfortable during it. So kudos,
Orphan Black writers for not
pretending like that scene was sexy.
(I’m not saying that you’re not
allowed to be into that kind of sex,
it’s a completely legitimate thing to
like when it’s consensual. But this
was not a consensual situation in
any way shape or form. I don’t care
if Paul appeared to be interested for
a moment. He did not consent nor
would he have been able to say no if
given the chance. He works under
her, for one. Which is sexual
misconduct at its best and rape at
its worst. And the fact that he works
under her because he’s being
blackmailed to do so lands this
pretty firmly in the “worst” category.
And okay he wasn’t actually being
blackmailed, but she didn’t know
that and he wasn’t in the position to
let her find out.)

under the classy, modern rug. I
never forgave Spike and that
motherfucker was one of my favorite
things about season 5 of Buffy
(which is the best season of Buffy,
fight me). Rachel’s scene with Paul
honestly kind of pushes her into the
unredeemable box with Henrik and
Tomás (look where those dudes
ended up, oh no). She’s also cold,
manipulative, selfish and completely
uninterested in the lives that she’s
actively trying to ruin. She’s a whole
bunch of things that I am NOT into.
So, no. I do not like Rachel Duncan.
I would not invite Rachel Duncan
over for tea and extremely icy
conversation. But, fuck, if she isn’t
the most intriguing character
Orphan Black has drawn.
See, that’s the brilliance of a
well-written character—they don’t
have to be good, they don’t have to
be fighting on the right side of the
war or a person you want to roll a
joint with. They don’t have to be
anything but three dimensional and
interesting. In fact, they can be evil
as SHIT as long as you know why
they’re evil. As long as they aren’t a
caricature
of a bad
guy who’s
bad
because
the good
guy needs
someone to
fight. They
can be
anything if
they’re
well-drawn
and
interesting. And Rachel Duncan is
fucking interesting, dude.

I’m not a Rachel Duncan fan.
I know a lot of people are, but I have
trouble sweeping the sexual assault
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Rachel Duncan is all about
power. She talks, threatens and
holds herself as though she has it,
but her actions speak more to her
reaching desperately for it. Pretty
much every facet of Rachel’s
personality is a weapon. Her
position in Dyad allows her to
threaten and bring people “to heel.”
The way she speaks is icy and
aimed to frighten. She carries
herself with a poise that puts “don’t
fuck with me” out into the world
more strongly with every step. But
she is
actually
grasping for
control—
grasping for
that power
she pretends
to have.
Rachel feels
powerless.
There are a
number of
ways that
she lets this fact slip from
underneath her facade—her tears at
her first meeting with Ethan, her
mental breakdown at the second.
The terrified Rachel we see
trembling under Sarah’s gun is
always lingering close to the surface.
She feigned power in that scene.
Pretended it was hers right until a

bullet was fired. She shrinks in a
split second, terrified, shaking,
bargaining. When she learns that
she’s “barren by design,” she’s
seconds from the smashing
happening in her head becoming
real. Again, when she cries and
screams and begs as Ethan is dying.
Rachel is not the rigid, put-together
business woman that she shows the
world. Rachel is the desperate,
lonely and powerless child that sits
just below the surface. Rachel is the
little girl that lost her parents and
never saw love again. And she is
always seconds from letting the
world see it, seconds from losing all
that power she pretends to have—all
that power that she pretends she’s
earned and not taken by force from
the hands of people who deserve it
so much more. So she is constantly
grabbing for power, for control, for
something that will quell the broken
woman that lives inside of her; the
woman she smacks away while
watching her home videos. Rachel
remembers the feeling, not just the
memory of love, but love is
weakness. And showing the world
her weakness would be
irresponsible. Unforgivable.

__________
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Truman Index, April 10, 2014
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SHS Senator, Fall 2010
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SHS Senator, Spring 2012

--
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‘—your magnificent grown-ass sister . . . ’
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Correspondence
Mackenzie’s correspondence was mostly electronic. It included emailed letters and texts
to her sister Savannah and her parents. She also communicated through Facebook and Twitter
accounts—both adorned with characters from the TV comedy Parks & Recreation, one of
Mack’s favorite shows. She used those platforms to rally her friends around her obsessions over
food, television, liberal politics and culture; to keep in touch with her wide circle of disciples as
she moved from Springfield to Kirksville to St. Louis to Spain; and to offer a look into her daily
life and her thoughts.
As with her personality, her correspondence tended to be droll and irreverent. Answering
a long, heartfelt letter from Savannah, Mack opened with: “What a sap.” Her first tweet (in 2012,
well after most of her friends had given in and started using the much-maligned Twitter
platform) announced, with typical snark: “I’m tweeting.” Her Facebook posts alternated between
affectionate comments to friends, pictures of cute animals, and outrage toward the conservatives
at Fox News.

__________
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Savannah McDermott
Feliz cumple baby sister!!
Kenzie I really can't believe you're 18 today. I know this is super cliche, but I still remember Mr.
Hathaway walking into my kindergarten classroom to tell me my little sister had just been born.
I was so excited to meet you. You were a pain in the ass of a kid--always getting into everything
and breaking shit and just making so, so much noise --but even when I was annoyed with you,
I always thought it was pretty awesome to have a sister. Now that you're way less obnoxious
and I'm all pretend-grown-up and out in the world, I'm happier than ever to have you in my life.
No one else in the world shares our dysfunctional family, our quirky house, or our barfly
childhood, so even though we haven't lived in the same place for a few years now, we
understand a part of one another that no one else ever will.
Now that uncontrollable, karate-chopping little kid is this smart, gorgeous, amazing woman.
You have your shit so much more together than I did when I was your age. All I ever did in high
school was smoke weed in the woods with my only friend, write wretched poetry about how
much my life sucked, and watch Simpsons reruns with my boyfriend. You spent it racking up
varsity letters, but still had the guts to say 'fuck it' when you decided basketball wasn't making
you happy. You've become a great writer and a kickass girly feminist (listening to your
recording of your NPR essay seriously had me in tears) and you've got your sights set on the
kind of university that I really think will be perfect for you (you'll be so happy without the Big
Ten douchbags in your life). You're just awesome.
I know you know this, but when you get out of Springfield and start your own life, your world
will change. The best advice I can offer you as you leave your childhood behind is that there is
never a reason to do something that makes you unhappy. I know that seems obvious and
simple right now, (and this year you've proven that you're totally capable of following your own
instincts) but as you grow up, it becomes hard work to do what you want. It's worth the work.
My biggest mistakes were due to my fear of pursuing what I really wanted, and the best
decisions I ever made were when I stopped myself on an unsatisfying path and backed up,
sometimes disappointing people, sometimes wasting money and time, and often fucking up
catastrophically--but the end result was always better than doing something that didn't make
me happy. Don't ever stay in a relationship that has stopped making you happy. Don't ever do
something you're 'supposed' to be doing (ala basketball/law school) if it doesn't make you
happy. This will be important when some sweet boy proves himself unsuited for you, or when
you realize you hate your major after two years of study, or when you discover a part of
yourself you didn't know was there. The world, including the people closest to you, will try to
point you in one direction or another, and the best life skill you can develop is the ability to
evaluate their advice and, if it's not for you, tell them politely to fuck off.
I'm sorry I was so far away for your whole adolescence, and I hate that I'm missing your 18th
birthday, your graduation, and seeing you go off to college. In a couple years, I'll be back on
your side of the world, and I'm looking forward to seeing you away from Mom and Dad, away
from the hellhole that is Springfield, and getting to know this awesome, grown-up Mackenzie. I
love you baby sister. Have a wonderful birthday.
Love, sissy
17 March 2012
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Mackenzie McDermott
17/03/2012 16:21
What a sap....
Haha I'm kidding by far the
best birthday wishes I've ever
received don't call me a grown
up yet that means I have to
act like one and I'm not sure
I'm ready for that. I'm sad
you've been gone forever but I
plan on getting out too so I
completely understand. I've
always looked up to you to see
what you do.... and then do
the opposite... so ill be sure to
not be an awesome world
traveler in about four years. I
wish you were here for my
eighteenth but you're living
the European dream haha.
Tell Levi a say wassup.
PS. Your blogs are sweet you
should write a book. I might
not buy one but I'd definitely
steal it...
I love you!!
-your magnificent
grown-ass sister
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This was a running joke between
Mackenzie and her mother about
a news video on neighborhood
crime in which a flamboyant guy
tells an interviewer, “Hide your
kids! Hide your wife!”
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^
This is the last email
exchange between
Mack and her dad.

>
The `disturbing’ poem
was about the lure of
alcohol. The reference
to a mother leaving
was a character in the
story that Mackenzie
sent.
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Texts between
Mack and her dad.
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Facebook
< Neo-feminist
bureaucrats Leslie
Knope (Amy
Poehler) and Ann
Perkins (Rashida
Jones) of Parks &
Recreation
guarded Mack’s
Facebook page.
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*
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^ From `Titnanic’
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Twitter

Mackenzie joined Twitter, under the handle @DERMOTTthefrog, on November 11,
2012. Her Twitter wallpaper was a background photo of the many faces of Ron
Swanson, the stoic anti-government bureaucrat who cracked her up so much on
the show Parks & Recreation.
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With Ali Ridley, Springfield High School graduation, 2012
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# Deserved it # But still #
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With Maggie Erickson,
Springfield, middle
School age.

With“@MonicowGeller”
(aka Meagan Banta-Lewis)
Truman State University
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With Jackie Pascoe,
Springfield High School graduation,
2012
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From `My Cousin Vinny.’
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# Eww Missouri #

# Packing my bags for England #
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# Canine diabetes#
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# Oh Yeah #
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Truman State University, Freshman year
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“Kindness is a language which the deaf can hear and the blind can see.”
– Mark Twain
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John Green,
The Fault in our Stars

<
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# What has college
done to me? #

< Spot, the Pound Puppy.
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# Underaged
Probs #

At Busch Stadium >

# My
family #
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# Only three more months #
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Savannah & Mack, Ireland, 2002

# My mom #
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The Lupton girls (clockwise:
Audrey, Lydia; Claudia);
Below: Audrey’s rendition of one of
Mack’s basketball games.
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# This some bullshit #
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With Truman State friends
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< With Meagan.
WEith Ali
WEith
With Ali

# We are almost 20 #
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Mack’s last tweet,
from her room in Burgos. >
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The view from her room.
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Madrid, 2014
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On October 7, 2014, the worst day of our lives,
we were all in separate places. Mackenzie’s
sister

Savannah

was

in

Madrid,

Spain,

unaware of what had happened just 150 miles
from her, in Burgos. Mack’s dad Kevin was on
a plane to Little Rock, Arkansas, covering a
story. Her mother Stacy was at home in the
apartment in St. Louis, working at her desk.

The news came via a call to Stacy’s cell phone
from the U.S. Embassy in Madrid. Stacy,
seeing

the

international

number

calling,

immediately feared the worst, and initially
couldn’t bring herself to answer. Of course,
they called again

>
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In the weeks that followed, we were reminded what stellar friends and family we
have. They brought Savannah and her boyfriend Levi home from Spain, they took turns
staying with us, they arranged a memorial service in Springfield that packed some sixhundred people into the high school basketball gymnasium where Mack once dribbled
and shot. St. Louis friends arranged a music fundraising event that provided both solace
and money for her newly formed scholarship memorial fund. The fund grew to more than
$15,000 in just two months, almost all of it donated by family, friends and colleagues.
The most important thing they did for us was to remind us, with a deluge of letters,
emails, postings and other testimony, just how much Mackenzie meant to so many people.

Mack had always said she wanted to be cremated, but it still was a difficult
decision for us, especially since the decision had to be made from overseas. She never
wore makeup, and we knew she would have hated what a mortician would do to her. It
was Savannah, with her working knowledge of Spain, who warned how much worse a
Spanish mortician would be: “They’ll make her look like a clown.” So we had her
cremated in Spain, then brought home.
Mackenzie's ashes are now in St.
Louis, divided into four vessels. There is one
each for Stacy, Savannah and Kevin. The
fourth will be interred in summer 2015 at
Oak Ridge Cemetery in Springfield, burial
place of Abraham Lincoln—who, as Mack
once mused, seemed to shadow her whole life.

Oak Ridge Cemetery, Springfield, Illinois.

__________
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The first
announcement
on Facebook:
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Front page of the Truman Index, October 15, 2014
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Her high school newspaper.
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The program for Mack’s memorial service at Springfield High School,
Sunday, October 12, 2014.
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Mackenzie’s memorial gathering
was held on Sunday, October 12, 2014,
at Springfield High School, on the
gym floor where she’d played
countless games of basketball.
Organized by our friend Ann Liston,
the memorial drew about 600
people—McDermotts from the Chicago
area, Pratt and Sewells from Indiana,
colleagues from St. Louis, old friends
from Charleston, Ill.
Mack’s friends (l-r) Jackie Pascoe,
Meagan Banta-Lewis, Ali Ridley and
Justice Collins delivered speeches.
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Justice Collins signs the
board; Kevin talks with
Abhinav Brahmamdam;
Mack’s SHS softball
team-mates present her
jersey.

memorial double truck p1 here (mention ann, and people from
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Dave McKinney’s

eulogy introduced an audio recording of Mack reading her essay,
‘This I Believe’ (which is printed out in the `Politics’ chapter).
Thank you all for coming today on what is a terribly difficult day for us all, a day that
one week ago was unimaginable. But what a terrific idea to have this memorial service here
where Mackenzie displayed some of the best, most fluid basketball moves I’ve ever seen on a high
school floor and that brought me out of my seat many times.
Kevin and Stacy have been lifelong friends to me. I’ve known them since we all attended
Eastern Illinois University together. He’s my brother. She’s my sister. As for Savannah, I’ve
known her since she was born, and she is like a daughter. She was a beautiful baby and couldn’t
have been more than a few weeks old, living in a tiny house in Pana, when I first met her. I
remember changing her diaper and marveling how it didn’t seem all that complicated. In fact, I
joked to Kevin, how hard could this parenting thing really be? Little did I know!
Not long after came Mackenzie. As a baby, she had a lot of her mom’s features,
particularly those big, beautiful, brown eyes. Perhaps my
earliest and most cherished memory of Mack, as we all called
her, came when she couldn’t have been older than two. During
a visit to their house, my daughter, Laura, a year and a half
older, and she were playing together in the McDermotts' living
room as we all enjoyed one another's companies, just as we
did on just about every Saturday night to follow. I remember
making faces at Mack, tickling her some to make her laugh,
putting her on my lap, and doing the same playful things with
Laura. But at some point, Laura started to get a little jealous
because, to her, it seemed like someone else might have been
getting a little more attention. We all laugh today at what
Laura told us that night, so crossly: “No, no, baby ‘Kenzie.
My daddy, not yours.” Those two girls, Laura and Mackenzie,
would go on to become the dearest of friends. Like Savannah,
they were my daughters.
We all have different memories like that of Mackenzie,
either from the hallways or classrooms of this great old
building to sleepovers to weekend nights out with the
McDermotts, the Doyle-Mutmans, the Parsons-Mosers, the
Ericksons and the McKinneys.
All of us who knew Mack, remember this kid as the
perfect mix of Kevin and Stacy. She was a beautifully, creative
writer with enormous intellect and wit like both her mom and
dad. She was tall, even-keeled and outgoing in a way where
everybody wanted to be her friend, all things that reminded me
very much of her dad. She was athletic, a competitor, a lover of Sunday football and sometimes a
girly-girl, just like her mom.
Whatever she did, Mack had this way of making things look easy, even if it seemed like
she wasn’t really trying. Like when she would show up for golf practice in flip-flops and drive a
golf ball 280 yards. Or make a miracle catch of a softball that appeared to be sailing over her
head. Or when that spunky, cute-as-a-button little kid, as a kindergartener, strapped on shoulder
pads, put a helmet on her head and was the only girl quarterback in an all-boys youth football
league.
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With her sudden and unexpected death, those are memories that will sustain all of us in
this room and keep her alive in our minds and hearts as we try to get past this week's brutally
shocking news. Yes, Mack has been deprived of some of life’s key things, graduating college,
getting a job, getting married and having a family. But the arc of life for everyone is different.
There’s a purpose to that, even though none of us may understand what it is. And so it is here,
with this unexpected end of a brilliantly-lived life that carried so much more potential than what
any of us saw in her 20 short years with us.
What you’re about to hear is something some of our friends at WUIS found in their audio
archives. As a senior here, Mack submitted an essay to the station for a program called `This I
Believe.’ It was an amazingly well-composed, thoughtful piece of work that shouldn't surprise
anyone coming from the child of two fantastic writers. In her own words, Mack tells us about her
own femininity, about growing up and, most importantly about what she believed and how to live
a life that’s true to who you are.
If she can’t be with us today and in the years ahead, we’ll always have these words –
words that embody a beautiful young woman, words that show the true promise and the true
miracle of our beautiful Mackenzie McDermott. Sweet girl, I love you.

V

v G’ma Dianne

^Aunt Kim

G’ma

^Laura McKinney

^

^Grandpa
Bill

McDCermott
< Stacy
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Kevin >

Kevin>

Sydni Setzer and
Elyse Kruger
V
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High school golf (and assistant softball) coach

Jake Stapleton’s

speech:

Amazing. Seeing all of you here today is a true testament to the type of person Mack was.
I would like to welcome everyone and thank you for coming today. Family, Friends, classmates,
teammates, teachers, fellow competitors, you are all here to celebrate the life of Mackenzie Kathleen
McDermott—but known to all of us as Mack. Each and every one of you were impacted by the fun, always
entertaining, witty, smart and caring Mack. Mack lived life exactly how it should be lived. She brought joy
to others. I would like to share a few stories about Mack. Her sense of humor always stood out to me, she
made practice, golf matches and every aspect of our time together fun. Mack is quoted in her senior
yearbook that her best memory of high school golf was “exceeding our own expectations and growing
closer as a team.” What she may not have realized is this was all accomplished because of her.

One evening after a golf match, the girls were getting brand new
golf bags. The girls’ old bags were going to the JV boys’ team. Mack
asked if her and fellow teammate Becca Ramirez could be the ones to
give the bags to the younger guys. She and the rest of the team started
laughing so I knew something was up. After some conversations back
and forth I convinced her to let me in on the joke—because with Mack,
she was always up to something. Mack said that her and Becca
purchased 10 boxes full of feminine products and planned to stuff every
pocked in the bag full of them.
Now imagine, with me, if you can: 14-year-old boys getting
ready to practice with their new Springfield High bags . . . only to find
them loaded with tampons.
So of course I looked at Mack and told her to go ahead and
proceed.
Mack’s senior year was my most successful year as a golf coach. We made it to state as a team,
the first time since the 80’s. We had such a close knit group of girls that bonded well together. This was
largely due to Mack. When things were good, she made them better. When we had tough times, she
brought us back up. During our golf banquet, Mack’s senior year, I attempted to talk about each senior
player. Unfortunately, emotions got the best of me and I cut each speech very short. Mack, I now have the
opportunity to finish what I was going to say: Your carefree demeanor on the golf course made me a better
coach because I realized there was more to golf than your score at the end of the round. You were the heart
of the team and we couldn’t have accomplished what we did without you.
I don’t have any answers but I do have a lot of questions. One thing that brings me peace and
whether you are family, friends, classmates, teammates, teachers or fellow competitors you should feel
thankful you got the opportunity to know Mack. Mack always made the time you spent together special and
there are some things that I will carry with me always: It’s okay to keep your shirt un‐tucked when your
game‐face is on. Sometimes your competitors can turn out to be your best friends. And at the end of the day
a hand hug is all you need. And you better believe, as my boys grow up, they will know what a hand hug is.
Today is about celebrating Mack’s life. I end by encouraging each of you to be more “Mack‐Like”
by bringing joy to everything you do and becoming friends with everyone you meet in life.
Thank you.
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Michelle Ishmael, Stacy,
Savannah, &
Christi Parsons, at
Sandra & Pat’s home
after the memorial.
>

Clockwise from below-left:
Cousin Zoe & Savannah;
Maureen McKinney &
Amanda Parsons-Moser;
Sandra Mutman;
Alicia Erickson; Cody Moser;
Savannah & Uncle Jason.
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Above-left, clockwise: Ethan & Liam Doyle; Ann Liston & Pat Doyle;
Kurt Erickson; Kevin with Christi Parsons; Levi; John Lupton & Kathy LeCompte,
with Lydia; Savannah & Aunt Tracy. (All photos by Levi Shand)
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Kevin’s editor Christopher Ave organized a “Music for Mack” fundraising event
November 6 in St. Louis. Friends and colleagues packed into the top floor of
Park Pacific Apartments, ate, drank, bid on donated items and listened to great
music. The events raised more than $2,500 for Mackenzie’s memorial
scholarship fund.
Christopher, Stacy and others (below) listen to James Czyzewski, cellist for the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, give a chilling performance of Bach; PostDispatch cartoonist Dan Martin provided the famous Weatherbird (bottom) in an
homage to the Truman State Bulldogs, for sale at the auction.
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From her class in Spain:
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Kevin’s cousin, Lainie Aimone Petersen, arranged this:

Mack’s star, called 17 Ursae Majoris, is in the Ursa Major constellation (also
known as The Great Bear), which encompasses the Big Dipper.
To find her star: The rectangular shape on the left side of the map is the
`dipper’ end of the Big Dipper; the dipper’s `handle’ is out of frame, further left.
Her star is to the right of the dipper.
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Facebook Memorials

A small sample of the 779 friends listed on Mack’s Facebook account.
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With Kailey Trieger.
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Stacy’s blog is at:
https://macksmommabear.wordpress.com/2014/10/27/mackenzie-kathleenmcdermott-march-17-1994-october-7-2014/
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ADDISON’S DISEASE .
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ADRENAL INSUFFICIANCY
AND ADDISON’S DISEASE
U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services /
National Endocrine and
Metabolic Diseases
Information Service
(NEMDIS)
http://www.endocrine.niddk.nih.gov/
pubs/addison/addison.aspx#symptoms
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The M ackenzie Kathleen M cDermott
M emorial Scholarship Fund
(For Tuition grants to Creative Writing majors)
Truman State University Foundation
205 McCain Hall
Kirksville,MO 63501
1 800 452-6678
http://www.truman.edu/giving/
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